Osteotomy around the painful degenerative varus knee

ESSKA formal consensus project

Introduction

The aim of this ESSKA Consensus is to provide a fusion of the scientific evidence and expert opinion (where it is appropriate) regarding the indications, planning, surgical strategy, rehabilitation and complications for the most widespread application of osteotomy: management of the painful, degenerative varus knee.

Modern osteotomy has evolved dramatically from the accepted dogma of 50 years ago. In the 1960s through to the 1990s a valgising osteotomy for the painful degenerative varus knee conventionally involved a lateral closing wedge high tibial osteotomy (LCWHTO) for which bone staples and protection in plaster of Paris were routine methods of fixation and support. These established techniques have now been largely superseded by techniques of medial opening wedge high tibial osteotomy (MOWHTO), lateral closing wedge distal femoral osteotomy (LCWDFO) or a combination of the two with double level osteotomy (DLO). These techniques have been accompanied by the invention of angle stable locking plate fixators which have permitted earlier range of movement exercise and weight-bearing to enhance rehabilitation of patients. Development of new radiology techniques has led to the planning of osteotomies via PACS annotation or by digital software planning platforms. Computer navigation and patient specific instrumentation technologies have introduced options for improving accuracy and precision. Indications have broadened as experience has been gained and greater awareness of complications has led to fine tuning of technical procedures and modification of medical treatments for prevention of adverse events.

Whilst convention has changed, this consensus does not intend to suggest that a lateral closing wedge high tibial osteotomy may not be the preferred option in specific situations. The advent of modern fixation methods reduces some of the inherent fallibility of previous routine practice which may therefore be a thoroughly appropriate strategy in the correct setting. Similarly, the convention adopted in this consensus for distal femoral osteotomy will be the lateral closing wedge procedure as this is the logical procedure for this indication. This consensus acknowledges that each patient has different characteristics, deformity, severity of arthritis severity and indication for osteotomy surgery. Therefore, an individualized approach is promoted which incorporates the degree of deformity according to Paley and radiologic arthritis classification grading OA. This consensus does not purport to provide a specific prescription with precise advice for each patient but offers general
advice. It is a work of best practice guidance and not a list of strict guidelines. The intention is to describe the current perceived best ‘every day’ mainstream practice in osteotomy for the painful degenerate varus knee. The terminology we have chosen around the most common procedure – *high tibial osteotomy* reflects popular convention. Whilst the word ‘high’ is not necessarily as precise an anatomical term as the word ‘proximal’, we have acknowledged that the abbreviation ‘HTO’ has usually been preferred in the orthopaedic literature to another accepted term of ‘PTO’. This was also reflected in our consensus process with frequent reference to literature and discussions where this choice of terminology was accepted.

Whilst substantial elements of current osteotomy practice are built on solid foundations with a strong scientific evidence base there are ever greater choices available to the inexperienced surgeon and accompanying areas where robust scientific evidence is absent. So, in addition to scrutiny of the scientific evidence this consensus also draws upon the knowledge of experts in the field with an in-depth experience of *indications, planning, surgical strategy, rehabilitation and complications* over a period of years in busy osteotomy practices.

This consensus does not attempt to cover the expanding variety and scope of highly specialized periarticular osteotomy techniques nor their extended indications. It is a work directed at the surgeon with an ‘every day’ osteotomy practice to provide the clearest statements possible to educate, guide and instruct.

**Methodology:**

The aim of the ESSKA consensus is to provide guidance to the everyday knee surgeon for the most common application of osteotomy around the knee: the painful, degenerative varus joint. This is a “Formal Consensus” (derived from a Delphi methodology) to address 5 specific sections upon the subject of osteotomy around the knee for this application. The sections are *Indications, Planning, Surgical Strategy, Rehabilitation and Complications*. The project steering group was formed by the Osteotomy committee of ESSKA, and 2 further osteotomy experts chosen for their skillset of literature analysis. 5 experienced osteotomy experts from the committee formed the *Questions Group*. This group formulated a series of enquiries to cover the relevant and important aspects of osteotomy surgery under each of the headings above. All sections were then individually allocated to a different osteotomy expert whose brief it was to scrutinize the available scientific evidence in the orthopaedic literature and to distill the important and relevant findings. These 5 surgeons, the *Literature Group*, reported back to the Questions Group who then formulated statements drawn from the scientific evidence and from their own expert opinion. The respective statements were given a scientific grade based upon existing literature (screened from 2000 - 2020) and their expert opinion.

Grade A: high scientific level
Grade B: scientific presumption
Grade C: low scientific level
Grade D: expert opinion
A first draft was reviewed and amended twice by another independent panel of 26 experienced osteotomy surgeons (rating group). The final text underwent a second review process by an additional peer review group comprising 50 clinicians and clinical scientists from different European countries. This complex and long process has two main advantages. It limits any individual or organizational bias or conflict of interest, and it may have a better chance of general acceptance due to the involvement of a large number of participants of different countries. This “consensus investigation” has attempted to bring some light into these mundane but extremely important clinical entities. In addition, the recommendations are presented free from economic constraints.

We hope the following recommendations will consider these messages, avoid any conflicting or political statements, and provide a well-balanced treatment instruction for the ‘every day’ surgeon undertaking osteotomy surgery for patients with a painful degenerative varus knee.
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Section 1: INDICATIONS and CONTRAINDICATIONS

1. Is knee osteotomy (KO) for varus medial osteoarthritis preferentially indicated for a specific age group or gender?

   The general status of the patient is considered more important than age alone. There is no clear cut-off value that preferentially indicates osteotomy at any specific age. Similarly, no outcome data exist to suggest superior or inferior clinical outcome in younger patients compared with those over 55 years of age. Older patients will enjoy improved outcomes where otherwise appropriate indications are followed.

   **Grade C**

   There is no evidence that male or female gender influence KO outcomes.

   **Grade B**

   **Literature review:**

   Although the level of evidence found is limited, age might play an important role in knee osteotomy in the literature reviewed. It is not possible to set a clear threshold, as it varies between 40-65 years old in the different studies; however, it could be stated that younger patients have better outcomes and survival rates.

   Failure is not homogeneously defined in literature, as it has been presented as a lower functional outcome according to clinical scales, the presence of adverse events, progression of arthritis or conversion to arthroplasty among others. Avoiding the endpoint of conversion to arthroplasty, which might be influenced by age itself and other factors, patients under the age of 40 showed improved functional outcomes in the short term [54]; similar outcomes were found in patients under 50 y.o. in the long term. [5] More adverse events (OR 4.1), longer stay in hospital (OR 4.1) and
more readmissions (OR 2.1) were found in patients above 45 y.o.[9] furthermore, an association was found between older age and increased risk of intraarticular fracture[15]. Considering any revision surgery, a 2.1 HR was found in patients above 50 y.o[12] same result was found in patients above 55 y.o.[21]

Several papers consider conversion to arthroplasty as the endpoint of survival of knee osteotomy (KO). Lau et al[39] only studied patients under 55 y.o. and reported a survival rate of 87.4%. Bouguennec et al set the threshold for failure (progression of arthritis or persistent pain) in 54 y.o.[6] Jin et al considered failure as conversion to TKR or KSS<60 and found a HR 4.69 in patients above 65 y.o.[27] Regarding the big registries, W-Dahl[73] found lower conversion rates to arthroplasty in patients under 40 y.o. in the Swedish registry, while Niinimaki et al. found a better survivorship it patients under 50 y.o.[50] Considering the progression of the risk with older age, Pannell found an increase of 8% per year of age[57] while Khoshbin et al. found a 5% increased risk per year above 46 y.o.[32], and Trieb et al. found a 7.6% of increased risk per year[70].

Despite age seems to play an important role on KO outcomes, it shouldn’t be considered as a contraindication to undergo such surgery: an important improvement in functional outcomes has been found concerning the preoperative status[54]; furthermore, Kohn et al found no differences in outcomes after KO regarding age[38]; Howells et al. showed very interesting outcomes, obtaining better functional outcomes in patients over 55 y.o., although the conversion rate to arthroplasty was higher in this group[21].

The degree of cartilage wear, which may be related to age (although it remains unclear in the literature reviewed), is also correlated with KO outcomes. A grade ≥3 in Åhlback’s classification was correlated with worse survival [1, 7], while higher degrees of chondral lesions (Outerbridge 3-4) had decreased functional outcomes[54].

The influence of gender in KO remains unclear. According to Cotter et al., female gender was related to increased stay in hospital. Moreover, female gender presented delayed consolidation[76]. Niinimaki [50] and Pannell[57] found increased conversion to TKR in female patients in their series. Nonetheless, most of the literature reviewed demonstrated no differences between sexes[7, 11, 30,] and Bouguennec et al found an association between male gender and poorer outcomes[5]

Level of evidence: 3

2) Do extreme values of Body Mass Index (BMI) contraindicate KO?

BMI influences KO outcomes, with higher complication rates in patients with BMI>30 or BMI<21. Whilst no recommendation can be extracted from the literature on a specific ‘cut off’ value, a case by case assessment must be made if the BMI >35 and patients counselled regarding the high risks involved.

Grade C

Literature review:

The nutritional status of the patient is an important issue to take into account in KO. Obesity is the main factor studied in literature: it has been defined according to the body mass index in all studies; The BMI threshold varies from one study to another, but most of them use a BMI>30 as the cut-off
point; Cotter et al [9] found an increase in adverse events in patients with BMI >30, while Floekermeier et al. [9] found poorer functional outcomes in the same group of patients. Kawai et al. [30] and Yokoyama et al. [77] found delayed union in patients with increased BMI.

Obesity has also a role in different secondary aspects that may influence the final outcomes of KO, although there’s no high level of evidence in the literature; obese patients showed less improvement of the chondral lesions of the medial compartment after KO [37]; furthermore, there was decreased healing of the posterior root of the medial meniscus [7], and increased blood loss [80] after KO in this group of patients: these aspects might impair clinical outcomes, although it was not demonstrated yet.

According to the conversion of the osteotomy to a TKR, different thresholds have been described: Bouguennec et al. [6] found increased conversion rates in patients with BMI>25, and even more if >35; Li et al. [42] set the cut-off point in 25.25 while Akizuki et al. [2] did it in 27.5. Finally, other authors set the threshold in a BMI>30 [12].

Most articles analyze excessive BMI as the main source of complications; Meidinger et al. [47] found that obesity increased the risk of non-union and they consider that the reason for this finding is an increase in the micromotion of the osteotomy; interestingly, on the other hand, they found that patients with low BMI (20.2 - 20.4; all of them female patients) also had more risk of non-union, but in this case due to the relatively excessive rigidity of the angular-stable plate (Tomofix), that would reduce said micromotion of the osteotomy.

Scarce data exists regarding the specific role of osteoporosis in KO. In their study, Yoon et al. [79] found that osteoporosis increased risk of revision surgery in patients with KO as primary surgery (to TKR) compared to patients receiving a TKR as the primary surgery (to revision TKR) (HR 3.53); however, the same authors state that other factors such as that surgeons would be more prone to review a painful HTO than a painful TKR may bias their outcomes.

Level of evidence: 3

3) How does smoking of nicotine products influence decision to perform osteotomy?

Smoking and nonsmoking patients will all benefit from KO although smokers must be informed of the increased risks of complication such as infection and delayed union.

Grade B

Smokers should stop nicotine abuse for at least three weeks before and three weeks after surgery

Grade D

Literature review:

It is known that smoking delays bone healing: it harms osteoblasts and their homeostasis through the accumulation of reactive oxygen species. Regarding KO, smoking should be recorded during the assessment of the patient, because it may have a role in local issues around the surgical site and the patient should be well informed.

Sikorski and Sikorska [65] found a 17% increased risk in smokers undergoing HTO, a figure similar to the one found in patients undergoing TKA; however, smokers undergoing KO had more local adverse
events (neurovascular issues, deep infection or wound problems). Kawata et al.[31] also found an increase in surgical site infection. Nevertheless, Cotter et al.[9] found no differences in adverse event, extended length of stay or readmission, so those local complications might not be so serious to alter the normal postoperative process after KO.

Probably, the most documented complication in smokers undergoing a KO is delayed or non-union of the osteotomy. Van Houten et al.[20] found an increased risk for non-union in these patients (OR: 4.1), as well as Meidinger[47] while Schröter[64] found delayed gap filling even one year after the operation. However, it remains unclear whether this complication impairs functional outcomes: Floekermeyer et al.[14] found no correlation between smoking and functional outcomes; Spahn et al.[67] didn't find more complications, but did find poorer clinical outcomes, and they wonder whether this fact would be related to delayed union (although they didn’t study it); on the other hand, although Niemeyer et al.[49] found improved outcomes in the IKDC scale in nonsmoking patients, they concluded that both smoking and nonsmoking patients benefitted from KO.

Level of evidence: 3

4) Is early lateral compartment osteoarthritis (OA) a contraindication to KO?

Early signs of OA (diagnosed by radiography, MRI or arthroscopy) do not impair outcomes and are therefore not contraindications to KO surgery although it is important to recognise the status of the lateral meniscus. KO is a potentially powerful intervention in the younger patient even with early lateral compartment disease.

Substantial lateral compartment OA (Kellgren Lawrence 3 and 4) is a relative contraindication to KO and may well impact upon final outcome. Positioning of the weight bearing line (WBL) into the lateral compartment in such a circumstance may accelerate lateral compartment disease. A more neutral positioning of WBL may therefore be a more viable alternative.

Grade D

Literature review:

The effects of valgus KO on the lateral compartment in the case of varus arthritis were studied by Ziegler, Madry, et al[44, 81, 82], who found no significant changes after KO in the menisci, the cartilage of the subchondral bone after 6 months in a sheep model. Similar outcomes where found by Bick et al in a prospective MRI study[4].

More specifically, Kim et al[33] found that mild lateral degeneration did not impair clinical outcomes or MRI and second-look arthroscopic findings after an opening wedge high tibial osteotomy in the mid-term; furthermore, the presence of such preoperative changes did not involve a more rapid decline in cartilage degeneration on the lateral compartment[33, 45]. No differences were detected in clinical outcomes in a prospective series by Niemeyer et al[49] when comparing groups of patients according to their cartilage status (ICRS 0-2) after excluding full thickness cartilage lesions. Jin et al [27] did not exclude patients with advanced cartilage injuries and they found that ICRS grade ≥2 on the lateral compartment was a risk for KO failure (HR 3.38).

Special care should be taken in the presence of a lateral discoid meniscus, as valgus KO outcomes may be impaired due to the increased pressures of the lateral compartment: the lateral discoid meniscus would accelerate its degeneration⁹ and the lateral compartment osteoarthritis would increase[59].
5) Is early lateral patello-femoral OA a contraindication to KO?

Patello-femoral OA (regardless of the diagnostic tool: MRI, radiography or arthroscopy) is not an absolute contraindication to KO. In certain specific cases, adaptations of the conventional technique are recommended to avoid reduction in patella height (including descending biplanar cut and lateral closing wedge osteotomy).

**Grade B**

**Literature review:**

The patellofemoral joint is a matter of concern when performing a KO, due to the biomechanical changes that it undergoes secondarily to the osteotomy. Different factors should be taken into account, among which the status of the patellofemoral cartilage and patellar height have received the main focus in literature.

First of all, Jeong et al[25] didn’t detect any risk factors associated with excessive lateral pressure syndrome (which might be a cause of further cartilage damage) in patients undergoing KO after studying a series of candidates to KO surgery with SPECT-CT. According to Kim et al[33], mild patellofemoral degenerative changes did not affect the MRI, arthroscopic and clinical outcomes of KO. Along the same lines, Jin et al[28] found that patellofemoral cartilage injury was not related to failure of KO. Furthermore, Goshima et al[17] demonstrated that although a progression in patellofemoral chondral injury could be seen in 27% radiologically and 45% arthroscopically, changes in patellofemoral alignment and patellofemoral OA progression did not affect the clinical outcomes of KO at mid-term follow-up. Tanaka et al[69] found increased deterioration of PF cartilage injuries in patients with opening gap ≥13 mm or ∆mPTA ≥9º, although there was no correlation with clinical outcomes.

On the other hand, though Niemeyer et al[49] couldn’t find significant differences in outcomes between patients with different grades of patellofemoral chondral injury, they found a tendency towards patients with patellofemoral chondral injury showing worse outcomes than patients without it; however, both groups of patients improved significantly. According to Yoon et al[79], the patellofemoral joint was adversely affected by KO: overcorrection causing excessive valgus alignment led to further progression of degenerative changes in the patellofemoral joint and inferior clinical outcomes. Kim et al[34] also found increased patellofemoral chondral lesions after KO; however, they only found a 11.4% of cases with anterior knee pain.

In cases of patellar chondral lesions, a distally directed biplanar osteotomy has been suggested, to avoid increased patellofemoral pressure[18, 36].

Another factor that should be taken into account when performing a KO is patellar height. Otsuki et al[55] set a proportion of a 1.7% of decrease in Caton-Deschamps index with a 1º correction angle, but they failed to demonstrate the association between these findings and clinical outcomes; Akaoka et al[1] compared patients with double level osteotomy with patients with single OWHTO and discovered similar changes in the patellofemoral joint of both groups, again without demonstrating any clinical correlation with such changes; Jingbo et al[29] stated that patellar height is not altered when the correction of the KO is <15º and good outcomes can be expected. Similarly, Lee et al[41] showed that changes in patellofemoral alignment didn’t impair clinical outcomes.
Adjacent TTO[43] and Hybrid Closing Wedge HTO[23, 56] have been proposed to improve PF joint congruity.

**Level of evidence: 3**

6) Is significant bone loss with intra-articular varus deformity a contraindication to osteotomy?

Intra-articular deformity questions the indication for KO as the usual emphasis is on extra-articular deformity correction.

**Grade D**

In case of isolated Intra-articular wear, KO outcomes are unpredictable.

**Grade C**

In case of combined intra- and extra-articular deformity, the amount of “potential” soft tissue correction should be estimated to avoid massive over-correction.

**Grade C**

**Literature review:**

Intra-articular deformity of the varus knee is mainly defined by the increase of the joint line convergence angle (JLCA). It can be due to a ligament laxity[52] or to a medial compartment wear[19].

JLCA has to be taken into account when planning a KO because bony varus deformity can be overestimated, resulting in an overcorrection of the global deformity[16, 53, 58]. Furthermore, some authors advocate the use of a single-leg stance X-Rays because an increase on JLCA has been found compared to double-leg stance X-Rays[3, 40, 75]. Different strategies are available to predict the behaviour of the JLCA during the KO[40, 48, 66, 68], and a tipping point of 6º has been proposed[26] as the JLCA threshold that a regular HTO is able to correct. For patients with higher JLCA, several techniques have been proposed to correct not only the tibial varus, but also the intra-articular deformity, like proximal tibia condylar osteotomies[8, 22], gradual corrections[24, 61], or combined procedures with several osteotomies[63, 72] or adding a medial uni-compartmental knee arthroplasty[48].

Although HTO alone may have a limited capability to adequately correct the JLCA[26], and further research is needed, it does not seem to be a contraindication in patients with uncorrectable varus deformity.

**Level of evidence: 4**

7) Is there a risk of metal-allergy with materials used in KO?

There is no specific evidence regarding metal allergies in the KO setting. Modern angle stable implants are manufactured from pure titanium and the alloys most commonly associated with a potential for allergy no longer used.

Therefore, in daily practice it is recommended that the choice of implant is based on conventional principles even for those patients with “confirmed” metal-allergy.
Grade C

Literature review:

Allergy or hypersensitivity to implant materials have been described in literature related to different orthopaedic procedures, especially in arthroplasty papers. Although it is a recognized complication that may cause undefined pain and swelling[11], it has been reported to be the reason for TKA revision surgery in only 0.06-0.32% of the cases[83]. Saccomanno et al even wonder whether metal allergy is a real problem in total knee replacements, advising against routine allergy testing or patch testing prior to TKA, unless a clear history of local or systemic reactions has been reported[62].

There is no specific evidence regarding metal allergies in KO. However, the materials most commonly employed in osteotomy plates have been studied in literature: stainless steel implants used for internal fixation were found to produce a 1.2-6% of nickel allergies, although no substantial complications were noticed[60]. According to Wood et al[74], in a review article, Titanium allergy has been reported 3 times in Orthopaedic surgery: one in an osteosynthesis case, one in a total knee replacement and one after rotator cuff surgery. Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) hypersensitivity is very rare, although it has been published as case reports[37, 46].

Level of evidence: -
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Section 2: PLANNING

1) What is the ideal radiographic evaluation to facilitate osteotomy planning?

2) Which measurements should be included in the deformity analysis?

3) What are the normal values in lower-limb coronal alignment, femoral and tibial morphology?

4) Where does the deformity lie in varus arthritic knees?

5) Where should the weightbearing line be positioned to treat a knee with medial OA knee in varus malalignment?

6) Which knee joint line orientation is acceptable after planning an osteotomy?

7) When is a double level osteotomy (DLO) indicated to correct a varus malaligned knee?

8) How is ankle joint line orientation influenced by osteotomy?

9) When correcting a varus arthritic knee how is intra-articular deformity factored into the plan?

Abbreviations used in this document

CT – Computerised Tomography
JLCA – Joint Line Convergence Angle
MPTA – Medial Proximal Tibial Angle
MRI – Magnetic Resonance Imaging
mTFA – mechanical Tibio Femoral Angle
OA – Osteoarthritis
PLRI – Postero Lateral Rotatory Instability
TMA – Tibial Mechanical Angle
FMA – Femoral Mechanical Angle
TPI – Tibial Plafond Inclination; angle between a tangent through the tibial plafond and the horizontal.
KAJA – Angle between tangent lines to the articular surface of the proximal tibia (knee) and tibial plafond (ankle)
1) What is the ideal radiographic evaluation to facilitate osteotomy planning?

The gold standard for quantification of coronal alignment is the double leg stance long leg radiograph with the patient appropriately positioned with the limbs correctly rotated so as not to misrepresent coronal alignment.

**Grade C**

Standard lateral knee view is a routine requirement. In addition, for sagittal plane deformity analysis and planning, whole length views of femur and/or tibia should be performed.

**Grade D**

If torsional deformity is suspected clinically, axial plane planning CT scan slices at predefined heights are preferred.

**Grade D**

**Literature review:**

Patients will have deformities which can occur in three planes. The majority of an osteotomy surgeon’s work concerns coronal plane deformities. However, the sagittal and transverse planes also require radiographic assessment for completeness.

**Coronal Plane**

William MacEwan [106] [107] performed all of his osteotomies before the advent of radiographs. He would often perform osteotomies at multiple sites and then position the leg straight using splints. This concept of eyeballing to achieve a straight leg was practiced even up to the 1960s [81]. There is no doubt that Wilhelm Röntgens’ invention of x-rays [59] was one of the most significant medical advances of the 19th century. Radiographs enable visualization of cortical outlines amongst soft tissue shadow and the morphology of the long bones can be seen and understood.

Proposed osteotomy lines were drawn upon the short knee views (Figure 1) obtained in the early modern era of osteotomy [162] when lateral closing wedge tibial osteotomy techniques [81] [33] were used to tackle medial arthritic varus. Zampogno [195] found only weak correlation with the mTFA measured on short knee views, compared to long leg measurements and so these authors recommend avoidance of pre-operative planning from short knee views reinforcing the conventional understanding that radiographs of the whole lower limb are required to plan accurate osteotomy surgery.

Harris [66] suggested using x-rays of the whole leg to quantify alignment. These were performed with the patient standing because the deformity may be under-interpreted in recumbent patients. Frank [53] described a standardized technique to take reproducible long leg radiographs (Figure 2). The beam is set 3.05 m from the patient, at the level of the knee joint. This ensures an equidistant trajectory from both the femur and tibia to reduce beam distortion. Any leg length discrepancy should be corrected with blocks under the shorter leg to level the pelvis [186]. The patient is encouraged to distribute weight evenly between each leg and keep the knees fully extended. For calibration a marker ball is suspended on a flexible arm between the knees at the joint level.
Figure 1: Short knee views only provide limited understanding of alignment and have been replaced with the conventional long leg alignment radiograph as the gold standard examination. Figure copied from [81]

Figure 2: Performing long leg alignment radiographs as described by Frank in 1974 [53]

Radiographs obtained in this way should first be interpreted for appropriate rotation. The legs are rotated with the patella centred within the middle of the knee [32], accepting that this may not be
the natural foot progression angle for this patient. Recently, Ahrend et al [2] proposed a useful patella index (patella centre, relative to the femoral width at that level). The interpretation must be made with caution in cases of torsional deformity or chronic patella mal tracking. Well rotated films will have symmetrical outlines to the femoral condylar projections and the intercondylar notch [32] and typically superposition of one-third of the fibular head by the proximal tibia [150].

Specific features are observed in films obtained with the incorrect rotation [151]: In internally rotated films, the patella lies over the medial femoral condyle, the notch loses shape with divergent tibial spines, there is increased lateral femoral metaphyseal flare, and the fibula head is exposed. In externally rotated images, the patella lies over the lateral femoral condyle, the notch loses shape with convergent tibial spines, there is increased medial femoral metaphyseal flare, and the fibula head is excessively hidden. A method to assess rotation based upon overlap of the fibula head at the proximal tibiofibular joint [108] is useful if this needs quantification (figure 3).

![Figure 3: Maderbacher et al [108] describe a method to measure the amount of fibula overlap](image)
A common-sense interpretation is necessary, aiming for radiographs with a near normal projection to the femoral condyles and tibial head, with superposition of one-third of the fibular head by the proximal tibia. Any surgeon who is dissatisfied with the radiographic rotation should be reminded that repetition of the long leg examination is far less harmful than execution of a poorly planned osteotomy.

There are alignment differences between long leg radiographs which are taken with the patient supine, double leg stance and single leg stance. This is unsurprising given that the transmitted load will increase as these weight bearing conditions progress. This is eloquently demonstrated by Na et al [127] where the difference between double and single leg stance is not significant in normal individuals, but is clinically and statistically significant in those with posterolateral rotatory instability (PLRI) and even more so in osteoarthritis (OA) (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Alignment differences are accentuated between double and single leg stance in a group with PLRI and a group with OA. Figure copied from [127]
These authors suggest that the double leg stance radiograph is the gold standard for static planning, but the single leg stance radiograph gives insight into the dynamic loading of the limb. These changes have been observed by other authors [192] [13]. In Bardot et al [13] the transition from double to single leg stance resulted in an accentuated varus but also caused the joint line convergence angle (JLCA) to increase by a further 0.8º; in discussion the authors propose that this may be a simple method to establish the JLCA opening for each individual case which may be particularly useful in cases where the JLCA is noted to be high before surgery.

**Sagittal plane**

The conventional radiograph to assess deformity at the knee in the lateral plane is the lateral x-ray of the whole tibia [151]. This should be assessed for rotation with a good true lateral view showing superimposition of the femoral condyles. The lateral view of the femur is of relevance where femoral flexion or extension deformity is suspected but this can be difficult to fit onto a single cassette in tall individuals and the proximal soft tissue bulk around the pelvis will often obscure views.

**Transverse plane**

In the infancy of computerised tomography (CT), it became possible to measure the bony contours of the tibia and femur by superimposing cuts from the hip, knee and ankle, with the leg position held static whilst in the scanner [69]. Simple geometric tools *(Figure 5)* are then used to measure torsion in the femur and tibia. There is some evidence that MRI used in the same way has comparable reliability.
Figure 5: Rotational profile CT scan with explanation of the superimposed images used to measure long bone torsion (Included with author permission from [151])
2) Which measurements should be included in the deformity analysis?

A deformity analysis should precede the planning for correction of a coronal plane deformity and must include measurements of a weight bearing leg axis, periarticular angles, and joint line angles, preferably according to Paley et al

**Grade D**

Sagittal plane (patella height and tibial slope) and axial plane deformity analysis of femur and tibia can be performed relative to normal values irrespective of the measurement system used for patella height and tibial slope.

**Grade D**

**Figure 6: Mechanical alignment parameters in the coronal and sagittal planes. Conventionally described by Paley at al [136]**

**Literature review:**

Following on from the approach to question one; different parameters can be applied to imaging performed in coronal, sagittal and transverse planes. It is important to remember that planning has two main stages. An initial deformity analysis in order to identify the choice of osteotomy and the subsequent planning of this chosen osteotomy [151] [186]. It is also important to remember that an accurate measurement of joint line tangents should be made to avoid the pitfall of assuming that all varus is in the tibia and valgus is in the femur [186]

**Coronal Plane**

Various different alignment parameters can easily be measured by the geometry between landmarks identified on long leg alignment radiographs. These are shown as mechanical values for the coronal plane (Figure 6) according to the description from Paley et al [136].

These are also identified in the table below which is not exhaustive, and this includes parameters which are commonly used in the literature:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Normal Values</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mik %</td>
<td>Mikulicz point</td>
<td>Point where the weightbearing axis (plumb line from hip to ankle) transects a scale from the medial tibial margin (0%) to lateral tibial margin (100%)</td>
<td>35-55%</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>Mechanical Axis Deviation</td>
<td>Perpendicular distance from the centre of the knee to the mechanical axis line (Femoral centre to ankle centre)</td>
<td>9.7 +/- 6.8mm</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTFA</td>
<td>Mechanical Tibio Femoral Angle</td>
<td>Acute angle between the mechanical axes of the femur and tibia</td>
<td>1º to 1.3º varus</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKA</td>
<td>Hip Knee Ankle</td>
<td>Obtuse or Reflex angle formed between femoral and tibial mechanical axes</td>
<td>Varus &lt;180º (Obtuse) Valgus &gt; 180º (Reflex) N = 172º</td>
<td>[70] [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTA</td>
<td>Medial Proximal Tibial Angle</td>
<td>Medial angle between tibial mechanical axis and tibial plateau tangent</td>
<td>87º (85º to 90º)</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDFA</td>
<td>Lateral Distal Femoral Angle</td>
<td>Lateral angle between mechanical femoral axis and femoral condylar tangent</td>
<td>88º (85º to 90º)</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBVA</td>
<td>Tibial Bone Varus Angle</td>
<td>Angle between tibial mechanical axis and the epiphyseal axis of the proximal tibia</td>
<td>2º-5º</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JLCA</td>
<td>Joint Line Convergence Angle</td>
<td>Angle between the femoral condylar tangents and the tibial plateau tangents</td>
<td>0-2º</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paley [136] eloquently described his “mal-alignment test” with the following steps:

**Step 0:** Draw axis from the hip to the knee
**Step 1:** Femoral Mechanical axis against the femoral condylar tangent (LDFA)
**Step 2:** Tibial mechanical axis against the tibial plateau tangent (MPTA)
**Step 3:** Angle between the femoral condylar tangent and the tibial plateau tangent (JLCA)
**Step 4:** Mark the midpoint of the femur and tibia at the knee. If they do not line up this represents medial or lateral joint subluxation.
**Step 5:** Look for intra-articular malalignment sources with steps across the joint or angulation of the joint surfaces.
**Sagittal plane** (see fig 6)

These are also identified in the table below which is not exhaustive, the parameters included are commonly used in the literature:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Normal Values</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aPDFA</td>
<td>anatomical Posterior Distal Femoral Angle</td>
<td>Angle between the physeal scar on a lateral view and the anatomical axis of the distal femur</td>
<td>83º (79º to 87º)</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aPPTA</td>
<td>anatomical Posterior Proximal Tibial Angle</td>
<td>Angle between the tibial joint line on a lateral view and the anatomical axis of the proximal tibia</td>
<td>81º (77º to 84º)</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several commonly used methods for measuring tibial slope at the knee (*Figure 8*). Paley et al [136] uses a lateral X-ray of the whole tibia. The shaft axis is a line between halfway marks in the upper and lower tibial thirds. The posterior angle between the shaft axis and the tibial plateau tangent is called the posterior proximal tibia angle. Amendola et al [5] used the best shaft axis from a lateral knee view, and a perpendicular line to the shaft axis is drawn. The tibial slope is recorded as the angle between the shaft perpendicular and the tibial plateau tangent. Moore and Harvey [119] generates a tangent from the anterior tibial border on a lateral knee X-ray, and a perpendicular is drawn. The tibial slope is recorded as the angle between the anterior border perpendicular and the tibial plateau tangent. Brazier et al [20] generates a tangent from the posterior tibial border on a lateral knee X-ray, and a perpendicular is drawn. The tibial slope is recorded as the angle between the posterior border perpendicular and the tibial plateau tangent.
Transverse plane

The CT torsional profile is interpreted to give an angular value for torsion or twist within a long bone. The term rotation should be avoided because rotation can only occur between two separate bodies, the long bones are one unless separated by osteotomy at which point rotation can occur. Torsional angles are measured between the bony landmark trajectories made at the proximal and distal ends of superimposed long bone slices. Various parameters have been proposed such as the femoral neck torsion angle. The choice of the bony landmarks will influence the angle measured as is well summarised in Kaiser et al [85] (Figure 9). In the femur the distal angle is typically the tangent of the posterior femoral condyles but proximally different measurement methods have been proposed [194] [69] [116] [189] [125] [83] [100] [177]. More recent research call upon oblique femoral neck slices to provide the whole femoral neck on one projection [193] [83] however this may not be practical in cases of coxa valga [151]. Zhang et al [196] use 3D modelling of the scans to measure femoral neck torsion angle (FNTA).

Regardless of the measurement method the values created need clinical context based on the clinical presentation and the values should be consistent with clinical examination findings. Understanding normal values is necessary to establish abnormal or pathological values. The method
proposed by Waidelich et al [189] in 1992 is fortunate to be backed up a large population-based cohort where the method was applied to more than 500 limbs [168] where mean internal torsion of the femur was 24º +/- 17º and mean external torsion on the tibia was 35º +/- 16º. Liodakis et al [102] found sufficient variation in the measurements recorded by different methods to preclude direct comparison. All the methods proposed above are achievable however a good working relationship between surgeon and radiologist is required to maintain consistency in measurement, interpretation and application to deformity correction
Figure 9: Different landmarks used to identify femoral torsion, illustration from Kaiser et al [85]
3) What are the normal values in lower-limb coronal alignment, femoral and tibial morphology?

Normal lower limb alignment and standard ranges can be defined according to Paley et al. \(^{21}\) in the coronal plane. These normal values (table below) should be considered in the context of recognized ethnic and gender differences and clinical examination findings.

### Grade B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Normal Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mTFA</td>
<td>Mechanical Tibio Femoral Angle</td>
<td>Acute angle between the mechanical axes of the femur and tibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPTA</td>
<td>Medial Proximal Tibial Angle</td>
<td>Medial angle between tibial mechanical axis and tibial plateau tangent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDFA</td>
<td>Lateral Distal Femoral Angle</td>
<td>Lateral angle between mechanical femoral axis and femoral condylar tangent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JLCA</td>
<td>Joint Line Convergence Angle</td>
<td>Angle between the femoral condylar tangents and the tibial plateau tangents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Literature review:

Again, following on from previous answers there are three planes to consider; coronal, sagittal, axial plane \([151]\).

#### Coronal plane

At a very simple level normal lower limb alignment has been defined alongside the parameters used to measure it. Accordingly, Paley and his group, defined typical standard ranges for his stated alignment parameters \([24]\). Having a standard range for these alignment parameters is a useful concept because values out-with these normal ranges can then be recognised as deformity and considered in the context of clinical examination findings \([186]\). However, there was limited early work comparing the relationships between these alignment parameters and how this related to the lower limb as a whole.

Population studies were needed in order to define normality and its generalisability to clinical application. I describe the work from Bellamans et al \([15]\) because it is familiar to the osteotomy community and I then go on to describe a systematic review of several population studies which is perhaps more detailed in answering the question on normal alignment.

#### Bellemans et al

Bellemans et al. studied coronal alignment in a population of 250 healthy young adults living in Belgium \([15]\). The group was half male and half female, comprising individuals aged 20 to 27. The measured HKA had a typical normal distribution with a mean of -1.3 (Varus) (Figure 10). Men were
more varus (1.9º) than women (0.8º) (p<0.0001). Men (Figure 11) were less likely to be neutral; with only 66% of the male knees within -3º to +3º, compared to 80% of the women (Figure 12) falling within this range. Constitutional varus was defined when HKA angle was -3º or less, and this occurred in 32% of men and 17% of women. Interestingly the researchers compared alignment to sporting activity during the second decade of life when physeal closure occurs. The greatest contributor to constitutional varus was MPTA ($R^2 = 0.408$), followed by LDFA ($R^2 = 0.294$) suggesting that this was mostly tibia varus but there was also a correlation with increased teenage sporting activity ($R^2 = 0.081$).

Figure 10: Histogram of the whole Study group from Bellemans et al [15] (n=250)
Moser et al [122]
The systematic review of coronal alignment in native non-arthritic knees performed by Moser et al [122] in 2019, is highly relevant to answering this particular question. So, a substantial portion of this subsequent answer is based on this manuscript, due to its relevance to the normal variability of coronal knee alignment. This systematic review selected 15 studies for inclusion [170] [128] [79] [165] [157] [15] [89] [172] [29] [175] [73] [120] [111] [124] [74]. In the global community of 2021, it is worth noting that this systematic review has sampled human populations originating from several
different countries and races, which included, Hungary, China, India, Japan, Korea, North America, Pakistan, Iran and Belgium.

**Parameters used in this systematic review (Figure 13)**
This review utilises the parameter Femoral Mechanical Angle (FMA) on the medial side of the femur. The Paley defined lateral distal femoral angle (LDFA) can easily be calculated as $\text{LDFA}^\circ = 180^\circ - \text{FMA}^\circ$. This systematic review also reports Tibial Mechanical Angle (TMA) which is equivalent to the medial proximal tibial angle (MPTA)

![Diagram showing knee angles](image)

*Figure 13: Joint tangents at the knee create the angles shown, diagram adapted from [122]. TMA = MPTA, LDFA = 180 – FMA*
14 of these studies reported mean HKA (Figure 14) with the most varus mean 176.7° +/- 2.8° in males [111] and the most valgus HKA of 180.7° in females [175]. Only three of these studies reported the range of HKA with the widest range from 167.7° to 183.8° [158]. There are small differences in the reported mean HKA values which may reflect subtle changes in the morphology of the sampled populations. Equally the findings demonstrate gender distinction. 12 studies reported mean HKA for males from 176.7° to 179.1°. 10 studies reported mean HKA for females 177.8° to 180.7°. It is fair to conclude therefore that men have more varus knees than women.

![Figure 14: Mean HKA values reported by each study according to gender, figure from [122]](image-url)

**Figure 14:** Mean HKA values reported by each study according to gender, figure from [122]
**Femoral Joint Line**
Five studies reported the FMA (Figure 15) from 92.1º [15] (LDFA 87.9º) to 97.2º [79] (LDFA 82.8º). This more marked femoral valgus was found in an Iranian population [79].

![Bar chart showing FMA values for different studies.](#)

*Figure 15: depicts the values reported for FMA according to gender, figure from [122].*

**Tibial Joint Line**
Ten studies reported the TMA (equivalent to the MPTA) (Figure 16) with mean values ranging from 84.6º [172] to 89.6º [175].

![Bar chart showing TMA values for different studies.](#)

*Figure 16: Depiction of the values reported for TMA according to gender, figure from [122].*
JLCA
Four studies presented data on normal values for JLCA (figure 17) where all means were reported in the narrow range 0° to 2° the highest being 1.9° [30] and the lowest being 0.47° [15]

Figure 17: Depiction of the values reported for JLCA according to gender, figure from [122]

Alignment phenotypes
It has been suggestion that the model of varus / neutral / valgus coronal axis is an oversimplification [72]. Consideration of joint line obliquity to further stratify into recognised alignment phenotypes is a new concept [72]. There have been a few proposed schemes.

Hirschman et al proposed seven types (Figure 18) using the HKA as the secondary classifier at 3° intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limb phenotype (HKA)</th>
<th>Coronal alignment</th>
<th>Average value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAR&lt;sub&gt;HKA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>169.5°&lt;HKA&lt;172.5°</td>
<td>171°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR&lt;sub&gt;HKA&lt;/sub&gt;6°</td>
<td>172.5°&lt;HKA&lt;175.5°</td>
<td>174°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR&lt;sub&gt;HKA&lt;/sub&gt;3°</td>
<td>175.5°&lt;HKA&lt;178.5°</td>
<td>177°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEU&lt;sub&gt;HKA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>178.5°&lt;HKA&lt;181.5°</td>
<td>180°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAL&lt;sub&gt;HKA&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>181.5°&lt;HKA&lt;184.5°</td>
<td>183°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAL&lt;sub&gt;HKA&lt;/sub&gt;3°</td>
<td>184.5°&lt;HKA&lt;187.5°</td>
<td>186°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAL&lt;sub&gt;HKA&lt;/sub&gt;9°</td>
<td>187.5°&lt;HKA&lt;190.5°</td>
<td>189°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18: Phenotypes categorised by Hirschman [72]

In a different phenotype proposal, Lin et al [101] considers the long bones as either varus, neutral or valgus depending upon their tangent at the knee and slits into the five alignment phenotypes observed in a Taiwanese population (Figure 19).
Figure 19: The 5 alignment phenotypes described by Lin et al [101]. Notice the bone is coloured black if considered neutral, brown if varus and blue of valgus.

Alternatively, MacDessi et al [105] created a grid where joint line obliquity is considered as apex distal, neutral or apex proximal and plotted against HKA as varus, neutral or valgus (Figure 20). This forms the basis of the coronal plane alignment of the knee (CPAK) classification, which is a comprehensive way to consider alignment phenotypes, accepting that some phenotypes are more frequently observed (Figure 21). For example, type I and I (apex distal joint line obliquity with either varus or neutral legs) makes up 65% of the studied population.

Transverse plane
The method proposed by Waidelich et al [189] in 1992 is fortunate to be backed up a large population-based cohort where the method was applied to more than 500 limbs [168] where mean internal torsion of the femur was 24° +/- 17° and mean external torsion on the tibia was 35° +/- 16° [151]
Figure 20: Coronal Plane Alignment of the knee (CPAK) classification proposed by MacDessi et al [105]

Figure 21: CPAK classifier [105] with green points plotted to show distribution of phenotypes in a healthy population (n=500)
4) Where does the deformity lie in varus arthritic knees?

A deformity analysis will show in which bone(s) the varus leg alignment is located. If the periartricular bone angles measured do not (fully) account for the leg deformity, then an additional ligament laxity or intraarticular deformity may be contributing to the varus malalignment.

Grade B

Literature review:

The systematic review of coronal alignment in native but arthritic knees performed by Hess et al [71] in 2019, is highly relevant to answering this particular question. The paper is formatted in a similar manner to the systematic review of normal knees described in question 3, however this time focussing on patient populations with knee arthritis. A portion of this subsequent answer is based on this manuscript, due to its relevance to this topic. This systematic review again selected 15 studies for inclusion; [12] [28] [31] [38] [80] [93] [104] [123] [139] [143] [156] [175] [176] [190] [197]

Again, this systematic review has sampled human populations originating from several different continents and races, which included China, Canada, Saudi Arabia, Scotland, Iran, USA, Belgium, France, Hungary, Australia, South Africa, North America, Europe

Again, this review utilises the parameter Femoral Mechanical Angle (FMA) on the medial side of the femur (Figure 22). The Paley defined lateral distal femoral angle (LDFA) can easily be calculated as LDFAº = 180º - FMAº. This systematic review also reports Tibial Mechanical Angle (TMA) which is equivalent to the medial proximal tibial angle (MPTA)

Figure 22: Joint tangents at the knee create the angles shown. TMA = MPTA
LDFA = 180 – FMA. Diagram from [71]

HKA

13 of these studies reported mean HKA ranging from 163.5º +/- 2.3º [80] to 179.9º +/- 4.8º [156] (Figure 23). The widest reported range from 22º varus to 21º valgus [104] but this was matched by comparable within study ranges; 15º varus to 22º valgus [139], 18.1º varus to 21.6º valgus [143].
studies reported gender specific mean HKA (Figure 24). The lowest reported value was -26.7º varus [197] and the highest was +22º valgus [139]. It would seem that the variation in OA patients is enormous. The mean overall HKA values were all less than 180º. 2 studies with HKA less than 170º studied middle Eastern populations which may be skewed by patient selection. Arabic patients may be more reluctant to undergo surgery and so they wait longer until presentation and have greater deformity as a consequence.

Figure 23. Deviation of Mean HKA from neutral in the studies included in this systematic review [71]

Figure 24: Gender specific values for HKA in the studies included in this systematic review [71]

Femoral angle
Mean values for Femoral Mechanical Angle (FMA) ranged from 88.6º (LDFA=91.4º) [80] to 92.7º (LDFA=87.3º) [176]. The widest reported range in a single study was 99.4º valgus to 87º varus [197]. This is shown graphically in Figure 25.

![Figure 25: Femoral mechanical angle values in the studies included in systematic review](image)

**Tibial mechanical angle**

Given that TMA = MPTA. Mean MPTA values ranged from 81.7º [80] to 87.8º [31]. See figure 26

![Figure 26: Reported TMA which is equivalent to MPTA in the studies included in systematic review](image)

**Joint line convergence angle (JLCA)**

Only three studies reported JLCA in OA patients. Cooke et al reported JLCA -3.5º +/- 4º for Canadian patients and -4.3º for Arabic patients. Jabalameli reported overall mean JLCA of -6.4º (males -5.6º and females -7.1º)

**What phenotypes are seen in arthritic knees?**

The distribution of an arthritic population is shown on the CPAK classification grid in Figure 27 below
Figure 27: CPAK classifier [105] with red points plotted to show distribution of phenotypes in an osteoarthritic population (n=500)
5) Where should the weightbearing line be positioned to treat a knee with medial OA knee in varus malalignment?

An individualized approach is recommended which recognises that each patient has differing characteristics which include degree of deformity, radiographic osteoarthritis severity and indication for osteotomy surgery.

No specific target point can be recommended but based on historic results target ranges of between 50% and 68% have been proposed and may be implemented depending on patient specificity and degree of OA. In the light of the more recent evidence relating to joint line obliquity the consensus group would aim at the lower range of correction (see the following statement)

Grade D

Literature review:

The aim of lower limb osteotomy surgery around the knee is to correct the coronal weight bearing axis. To do this the surgeon needs a “surgical target” or “intended correction” which is typically defined by the surgeon based on several different factors. However, our evolving understanding of the “best” intended correction has always been controversial and this remains the case to date.

History has observed that the achievable accuracy in osteotomy surgery has been dependent upon the technology of the times. Prior to the advent of x-rays William MacEwan \(^1\) \([107]\) would aim for a straight leg as judged by his eyes prior to splinting of the osteotomized lower limb. This was still the case up to the 1960s where Jackson and Waugh \([81]\) stated that “the aim was to make the leg look straight” prior to casting and wedging.

Greater understanding of lower limb deformity came with routine use of the long leg alignment view \([66]\) \([53]\). Harris et al \([66]\) point out that “dead reckoning” with the “opposite leg concealed under the drapes” would often lead to “embarrassing” over or under corrections. He proposed a really simple planning technique by calculating the wedge angle equal to an intersection angle between the weight bearing axis and the tibial mechanical axis (Figure 28). In theory this brought the weight bearing axis back to the “centre of the knee” which was the stated intended correction in his paper.
This confusion probably arises from the discussion in Dugdale and Noyes [40] where 62.5% was selected as halfway in a broad target area between neutral (50%) and the theoretical “medial lift off” at 75%, which was deemed to lead to excessive lateral overloading. Dugdale makes a review of the literature from the early modern years [162] and he includes these papers [33] [14] [66] [34] [82] [178] [75] [161] [65] [88] [35] [54] [112] [51] [183] [87] [1] [76] [70] whilst noting that although authors disagree on the optimal intended correction (Figure 30) they seem to agree that some overcorrection is necessary.
Notable papers with some evidence for the proposed intended correction are Hernoigou’s [70] series of 93 knees where corrections with HKA within 183º to 186º had fewer long-term symptoms. Odenbring et al’s [132] series of 314 osteotomies showed a significantly higher revision rate where HKA >185º. Sprenger’s survival analysis at 22 years [166] which was significantly improved by corrections achieved within 8º - 16º valgus (Figure 31)
Marti et al [113] suggested that the degree of arthritis should influence the intended correction, which would be taken further into valgus for worsening medial OA. The proposal was that arthroscopy should be performed to gauge the extent of arthritis and then modify the intended correction accordingly (Figure 32). This does conflict with a previous study [87] where arthroscopic findings prior to HTO had little predictive value in evaluating the suitability of patients for the subsequent osteotomy procedure.
Figure 32: Marti et al [113] proposed that the intended correction should be more valgus for worse case of arthritis.

This approach was modified by Müller [126] who suggested that this intended correction should be tempered by the difference between arthritic compartments, such that a correction only be taken further when the lateral compartment was healthy, and the correction be tempered when mild to moderate arthritis changes were seen laterally (Figure 33).
Feucht et al [52] recognized that each patient has different characteristics, deformity, arthritis severity and indication for osteotomy surgery. They proposed an individualized approach where the indication for surgery is considered alongside the degree of deformity and arthritis (Figure 34).

Another systematic review of HTO accuracy [184] included 15 studies [63] [41] [10] [44] [21] [23] [57] [77] [98] [96] [97] [110] [148] [152] [167]. There was a considerable overlap in the target ranges selected in these studies where 2°-3° of valgus was an area of consistent agreement for 11 of these selected studies (Figure 35) interestingly this is also the point where there is some evidence that the medial joint space may begin to open [67].
Figure 35. Target angles or ranges selected by 11 authors from this systematic review [184] where 2º-3º valgus appears to be a consistent area of crossover amongst authors

This target was not consistently met, which should be of concern to osteotomists. The target was missed more often with conventional methods than with computer navigation (Figure 36). Inevitably any system has inherent tolerances. In osteotomy surgery this has now been defined [45] with the term “surgical accuracy” with a simple formulae subtracting the achieved from the intended correction, or vice versa depending upon the osteotomy direction. The Gaussian distribution has been described for a cohort of 540 osteotomies from experienced surgeons with mean -1.5º (under-correction) and standard deviation 10.9% (Figure 37).
Figure 36: Reported success at achieving the target ranges between the different studies included in this systematic review [184]

Figure 37. Normal Distribution of surgical accuracy in a cohort of 540 knee osteotomies from experienced surgeons [46]. Mean was 1.5% under correction and Standard Deviation of 10.9%

Recently, Tawy et al [173] have performed a systematic review to determine whether correction angle correlates with clinical outcome. The review was conducted according to the PRISMA statement and included 39 different studies [4] [7] [9] [17] [18] [22] [25] [27] [37] [37] [58] [43] [55] [61] [64] [78] [86] [90] [91] [103] [109] [114] [115] [182] [118] [121] [130] [131] [135] [142] [145] [149] [160] [171] [179] [187] [188] [191] [185] analyzing the results of 50 cohorts who underwent high Tibial Osteotomy. 15% of the studies were conducted as level II evidence (randomized controlled trials), 59% were level III (prospective cohorts) and remaining 25.6% were level IV studies (retrospective cohorts). The authors took the mean alignment changes for each study population together with any reported Proms to establish if linear correlation exists. Somewhat artificially the means reported from the 50 cohorts are then pooled to look for patterns. Correction of alignment and clinical outcomes are observed as shown in Table below:
The authors then specifically search for strong correlation with the available data from the 50 cohorts. This is found, such as strong correlation ($r=0.62$) between HKA and the symptoms sub-domain of Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) [141]. This result suggests that greater valgus alignment is associated with better symptoms. However, conversely a moderate negative correlation ($r=-0.50$) is identified for activity, sports and quality of life suggesting that greater valgus is associated with poorer scores for activity, sports and quality of life.

On face value, this just doesn't make sense and is difficult to interpret. Whilst the motivation for writing this systematic review is laudable, the paper itself may be limited by methodological flaws. Firstly, the pooled data is based upon the reported means for each cohort rather than raw data for individual cases and I would question the value of conclusions drawn from such indirect methods. Secondly using the Spearman’s Rank method to identify statistical correlation, maps the data to a linear model and this may not represent the truth if we consider the clinical context. If we assume that over or under-corrected cases on either side of an ideal target are less likely to clinically
improve then hypothetically the data is more likely to resemble a Gaussian distribution or hyperbola than a linear correlation.

The authors [173] assume a valgus “ideal alignment” target of 3° to 6° (derived from Dugdale et al [40]) but find that this is not achieved in the average patient cohort included in the review. In light of the clinical improvement universally observed they then conclude that the ideal correction may be more flexible than the 3° to 6° range.

It is possible that a large dataset of individual cases with robust patient outcomes to consider alongside reliable alignment data may eventually answer this question regarding the ideal intended correction. Whilst a UK national knee osteotomy registry with apparatus to collect this data has been established [47] [48] this analysis is yet to be published and statically may require a sizeable dataset exceeding 5000 cases to have the capability to definitively answer the question posed?
6) Which knee joint line orientation is acceptable after planning an osteotomy?

The knee joint line orientation defined as the position of the knee joint tangent relative to the horizontal is known to be important to reduce shear forces in the knee. Joint line orientation reflects a challenging compromise between mechanical WBL modification and resulting tibial and femoral anatomical morphology. Planning should therefore aim to target a resulting knee joint line orientation below or equal to 5° (mPTA < 95°).

Grade B

Literature review:

Although Coventry et al. [36] reported that a JLO of 10° was acceptable, most modern studies quote an accepted upper limit of 4°. A JLO of 4° represents the mean post-operative JLO ± SD that has been observed across several studies, with authors then analyzing their clinical outcomes either side of this cut-off value. In a 3D finite element model analysis, Nakayama et al. [129] reported that a JLO ≥ 5° induced shear stress twice as high as a JLO < 5°, but they did not take into account compensatory changes that may occur at the hip and ankle joints. Babis et al. [8] tracked 29 double-level osteotomies and reported that knees with a JLO of ≤ 4° could achieve a high survival (96%) at 100 months, while Song et al. [164] followed 109 MOW HTO patients for a mean of 55 months and found a statistically (though not clinically) significant difference in Knee Society objective and functional scores with worse outcomes when JLO ≥ 4° and adverse radiological outcomes when JLO ≥ 6°. Conversely, Lee et al. [99] and Oh et al. [167] found no association between JLO and clinical outcomes. In Lee et al. [99] this study of 50 HTO patients against 75 healthy controls the relative KJLO changed significantly less than did the anatomical geometry of the proximal tibia.

Conflicting evidence also exists with regard to post-operative MPTA and no threshold at which over-correction can be tolerated has been clearly established. Akamatsu et al. [3] found that patients with > 95° MPTA had lower KOOS Sports & Rec function subscale scores than patients with an MPTA ≤ 95° (51.1 vs 69.5). Similarly, Schuster et al. [154] found that functional long-term outcomes decreased in knees with an MPTA > 95°, but up to 10 years, there was no difference in the rate of conversion to arthroplasty. Conversely, Goshima et al. [60] and Lee et al. [99] found no correlation between MPTA and clinical outcome.

Several retrospective studies report the mean change in JLO as being less than half the mean change in MPTA. Other authors have attempted to determine post-operative JLO on pre-operative templating. Oh et al. [134] found that pre-operative HKA and JLCA were significant predictors of a JLO ≥ 4° and they caution against introducing excess JLO in patients with severe pre-operative deformity or a large JLCA. Park et al. [138] aimed to devise an equation that predicts post-operative JLO and determined that a 1° increase in MPTA will increase JLO by 0.463°. Finally, Tseng et al. [180] measured numerous radiological parameters at the hip and knee joints and found that when the post-operative Knee Ankle Joint Angle (KAJA) was ≥ 10°, 68% of patients ended up with a JLO ≥ 5°. They recommend consideration of a double level osteotomy if templating indicates the KAJA will be ≥ 10°.
7) When is a double level osteotomy (DLO) indicated to correct a varus malaligned knee?

A DLO correcting the varus malalignment in both the femur and the tibia should be considered if deformity analysis identifies a significant deformity in both bones. DLO may also be considered if when planning a single level correction, the resultant knee joint line orientation exceeds 5° or MPTA exceeds 94°.

**Grade C**

**Literature review:**

The earliest report of double level osteotomy, as we know it today, appears to be from Alec Benjamin [16], an orthopaedic surgeon in the small market town of Berkhamsted in Hertfordshire England. His paper is laced with historical serendipity. Having observed success from high femoral osteotomy he thought that this was due to the division of various structures (blood vessels, nerves, bone) and their subsequent healing. He applied the same logic to the knee, observing that “the blood supply to the knee is similar above and below” and so double osteotomy was therefore offered to six patients who were waiting for knee arthrodesis. The early results were so encouraging that it was soon offered to more patients. The techniques were quite rudimentary (Figure 38), and any coronal or flexion deformity was corrected by manipulation into a straight plaster cast. Over 7 years 150 patients received this treatment and 57 of the earlier patients were evaluated. The paper is limited by the lack of validated PROMS due to its era, but it does report that satisfactory pain relief was frequently observed. Whilst of historical interest it does not really answer the primary question given that all these patients were offered double osteotomy in an era prior to reliable alignment quantification.

![Figure 38: Site of the two osteotomies performed through a medial arthrotomy in Benjamin [16]](image)

Alignment can now be quantified accurately on long leg x-rays. Small deformities can often be tackled with a single level osteotomy in the correct bone, but when the deformity is larger the single level approach may be insufficient and double level osteotomy may be required. Inevitably this surgery will take longer to perform and may carry increased risk from greater surgical exposure. So, what does the literature tell us about the threshold at which surgeons should employ double level osteotomy over single level procedures? (see example in Figure 39)
Figure 39: An example of severe joint line obliquity following high tibial osteotomy as a single level procedure

Shoji and Insall, examined varus osteotomies for valgus deformities and identified that excessive medial tilting leads to poor outcomes [159]. Mark Coventry [36] described how medial proximal tibial osteotomy with more oblique joint lines can create shear stresses on the tibia. He went on to propose a threshold for acceptable joint line obliquity <10º, but it would seem that at best this was expert opinion (level V evidence). Terauchi [174] retrospectively examined alignment parameters in 37 HTO knees and identified that excessive obliquity prevents shift of weight bearing to the lateral compartment and may cause recurrent varus deformity after HTO. They reported improved results (HSS 88) from HTO with just tibial deformity compared to HTO where the deformity was on both tibia and femur (HSS 65, P<0.01)

The seminal paper on the concept of double level osteotomy is the work of George Babis et al in 2002 from the Mayo clinic [8]. Here 29 double osteotomies (24 patients) were followed up on average 7 years after the index surgery. One of these double osteotomies was revised to TKR but the others maintained reasonable level of function at 82.7 months (range 27 to 137 months). This survival of 96% was considered excellent and the authors concluded that double osteotomy is indicated in cases with larger deformities where load transfer to the unaffected compartment cannot be achieved with an acceptable joint line obliquity. Double level osteotomy was considered when joint line obliquity exceeded 0º +/- 4º (see Figure 40). Whilst it is not clearly stated in the paper, I think it reasonable to assume that the authors mean 90º to the tibial anatomical axis +/- 4º which is would be a simulated MPTA < 94º. The authors complete this paper with the observation that “a large varus deformity (mean 13.9º) coupled with a small joint-line obliquity appeared to be the common indication for use of a double level osteotomy to achieve the required biomechanical criteria for a successful treatment outcome.” This would make sense - a double is likely to be necessary when the varus deformity is large, but the tibial deformity is small; leaving limited surgical room to correct the osseous deformity in just the tibia alone. Therefore, an additional femoral osteotomy is needed to split the surgical correction without excessively altering the joint line obliquity. It is useful to have the criteria quantified and this may explain the reluctance of some surgeons to create an MPTA >94º. This is a retrospective review of a cohort so at best level IV evidence.
Seventeen years later, this work was repeated in a similar study from Schröter et al. [153] Again, this was a retrospective cohort of 24 patients (28 knees) followed up at only 18 months. The threshold for double level osteotomy was a simulated MPTA >93°, where the mLDFA >90°. The paper reports very similar findings to the work from Babis et al, with good outcomes (high retrospective follow up PROMS data, no revisions, and 4 patients returning for staged bilateral surgery) where double level osteotomy had enabled restoration of axis whilst maintaining acceptable joint line obliquity.

Another useful cohort study comes from Saragaglia et al [146] in France. This unit has routinely applied computer navigation and have now conducted over a thousand osteotomies [147] using navigation. 42 double osteotomies were conducted in severe genu varum (>8°) using a navigated technique. The lateral closing wedge of 4-7mm was taken from the femur and then fixed, before the MOW HTO was performed aiming for HKA 182 +/- 2 and MPTA 90 +/- 2. They argue that computer navigation technique allows intra-operative correction and overcomes problems with landmarks moving after completion of the femoral osteotomy.

Nakayama [129] created a finite element model and simulated different conditions to judge medial or lateral stress across the knee (Figure 41). Shear stress in the medial compartment increased to almost twice normal when joint line obliquity reached 5° and this incrementally elevated with increasing obliquity. Not surprisingly they conclude that this unfavorable mechanical environment which may be detrimental to articular cartilage should be avoided by considering double level osteotomy.
Figure 41: Maximum mediolateral shear stress in the medial and lateral compartments. Taken from Nakayama [129]. The top graph (a) shows medially directed shear stress and the bottom graph (b) displays laterally directed shear stress.

Saito [144] proposed a modification with a further intra-articular osteotomy to rotate around the medial compartment further to increase the valgizing effect.
8) How is ankle joint line orientation influenced by osteotomy?

Ankle joint line orientation in the coronal plane is affected by osteotomy around the knee, becoming either more or less parallel to the ground. Large corrections performed solely at the level of the proximal tibia risk placing the ankle into valgus alignment with subsequent development of ankle symptoms. A predicted clinical problem may not however be seen due to adaptive changes in the ankle and hindfoot except in patients with limited subtalar joint motion. Differences related to ethnicity require more research.

**Grade D**

**Literature review:**

There is limited evidence concerning acceptable ankle joint line orientation. However, in a retrospective study of 35 knees undergoing medial opening wedge high tibial osteotomy (MOW HTO), Shah et al. [155] noted that for patients with ≥ 10° change in their tibial plafond inclination, the odds ratio (OR) for developing ankle or hindfoot symptoms was 10.8 (p = 0.04).

Of 86 knees undergoing MOW HTO, Choi et al. [26] found that the ankle joint line became less parallel to the ground in 7 cases (8.1%). Pre-operative lateral distal tibial angle (LDTA) was significantly lower and post-operative visual analogue scale (VAS) for pain at the ankle was significantly higher in this group than in the group whose ankle joint line orientation became more parallel to the ground. In a retrospective study of 40 MOW HTOs, Ariyawatkul et al. [6] observed the ankle joint line to become less parallel to the ground in 11 cases (27.5%). The change in the anatomical femorotibial angle (aFTA) correlated significantly with the change in the ankle joint line orientation and receiver operator curve (ROC) analysis determined that an aFTA correction of >14° conferred a 50% chance of making the ankle joint line less parallel to the ground. Similar findings were noted in a study of total knee arthroplasty patients by Graef et al. [62]. In this study, the degree of mechanical FTA correction correlated strongly with the Foot Function Index and ROC analysis determined a cut-off value for varus arthritic knee deformities of 14.5°, above which the prevalence of ankle symptoms increased manifold (OR = 15.6). Furthermore, restricted subtalar joint motion was associated with worse outcomes at the ankle joint.

In a case series of two, HTO was used to treat both knee OA and ankle OA [11]. This effect was observed in another case with positive effect [49] but has also been reported with negative clinical effect when a tibial osteotomy was overcorrected [197]. Krause et al [11] conducted a cadaveric study and identified that osteotomies do alter ankle pressure characteristics and this was more noticeable when the subtalar joint was fixed in varus.
9) When correcting a varus arthritic knee how is intra-articular deformity factored into the plan?

Additional ligament laxity and intra-articular deformity increasing the varus deformity can be measured using the joint line convergence angle (JLCA) according to Paley et al. JLCA >2 is considered abnormal and should be accounted for in overall alignment planning to prevent bony overcorrection. The degree to which this abnormality will reverse following bony correction and upon resumption of weight-bearing varies between individual cases. Various pre-operative and intra-operative methods are described to help prevent bony overcorrection in abnormal JLCA cases (see table 5 below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Theory behind the adjustment to planning</th>
<th>Formula or details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micicoi G 2020 [117]</td>
<td>Ignore JLCA values &lt;2º as this is normal. Therefore <strong>subtract 2</strong> from the measured JLCA. About half of this will correct with valgus osteotomy</td>
<td>(JLCA – 2) / 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akasaki 2020 {Akasaki:2020dm}</td>
<td>Simulate the valgising osteotomy by performing long leg x-rays on a lateral insole wedge</td>
<td>JLCA on the simulated x-rays is the patient specific JLCA after the correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee DK 2020 {DokyungLee:2020gs}</td>
<td>Multiple logistic regression analysis</td>
<td>JLCA change = - 1.7 + (0.6 x latent medial laxity) + (0.2 x correction angle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takagawa 2019 [169]</td>
<td>Multiple logistic regression analysis</td>
<td>Post-operative soft tissue correction = (0.69 x JLCA) – (0.41 x valgus JLCA) – 0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So 2019 [163]</td>
<td>Multiple logistic regression analysis</td>
<td>When (\Delta)LCA exceeds 3º, then each degree of (\Delta)LCA should be subtracted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim 2017 [92]</td>
<td>Predictive additional overcorrection</td>
<td>Apply valgus stress if using fluoroscopic confirmation methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Pre-operative equations to predict JLCA change or soft tissue correction

**Literature review:**

Pre-operative planning prescribes the bone entry position, level, inclination and direction of the osseous cut heading towards a hinge point and taking account of the saw blade kerf. If the hinge remains intact during the opening or closing procedure, then the subsequent osseous geometry can be reasonably predicted from the pre-operative plan.

The knee is stabilized by medial and lateral collateral ligaments which become lax in arthritic conditions because joint space is lost, resulting in adjacent collateral relaxation. The resulting collateral laxity may be more marked in greater degrees of arthritis and deformity, prior to corrective osteotomy surgery. Any subsequent stretch in the collaterals after osteotomy will influence final alignment of the limb. This may be less predictable than the osseous component and
has been described by some authors as a soft tissue lottery. So, the real question here is how can we account for the unpredictability of soft tissue recruitment in our planning model?

In straightforward cases the joint line convergence angle $^{21}$ is typically $0^\circ$ - $2^\circ$ when the tangent to the femur and tibia are almost parallel. In worsening uni-compartmental arthritis, intra-articular cartilage loss reduces the joint space between femur and tibia. The joint line convergence angle (JLCA) subsequently increases as the femoral and tibial joint line tangents diverge from being parallel to each other. In theory the collateral ligament on the arthritic side then becomes slack, with the potential to stretch back to its previous length at corrective osteotomy. Heijens et al. [67] compared mean change in MPTA, against mean change in mTFA, to reach the conclusion that 20% of lower limb corrections can be attributed to soft tissue changes.

In a valgizing corrective osteotomy the medial axis will shift across the knee and the medial compartment has been shown to open [56], relieving pressure on the articular cartilage with a potential regenerative effect. Heijens et al. [68] confirmed this medial opening in a pilot study of 50 cases where the influence of soft tissue structures was found to increase in more severe cases of arthritis. Subsequently the same group hypothesized that a coronal hypomochlion exists when performing a valgizing tibial osteotomy [67]. Hypomochlion is defined as the centre of rotation of a joint. This was identified occurring beyond $2^\circ$ of valgus where joint line opening occurred in a linear fashion with increasing valgus, a so called “pivot or tipping point” for the knee.

Several different papers make the observation that correction errors occur more frequently in cases with severe arthritis or higher JLCA as described hereafter. This may be reported as differences in pre-operative digital planning and post-operative corrections if soft tissue laxity was unaccounted [92] [95] [163] [181]. So when is soft tissue laxity more likely to affect the achieved correction?

Park et al [137] showed overcorrection was more likely to occur in cases with pre-operative JLCA > $4^\circ$ and valgus stress x-rays >$1.5^\circ$. Goshima [60] published similar findings, where the overcorrected group had larger JLCA before surgery. Tsuji [181] found that pre-operative deformity and standing JLCA were higher in the outlier group. Kumagai [94] demonstrated with multiple regression analysis that post-operative JLCA on the day of surgery was the factor related to early post-operative change in TFA (early loss of achieved correction). Ogawa [133] demonstrated moderate correlation between pre-operative varus laxity and overcorrection. Lee [39] identified high correlation between correction errors and the change in JLCA. In summary correction errors were more frequent when JLCA is higher which should serve as an alarm bell reminding surgeons to account for soft tissue laxity when planning.

The fundamental unknown is the extent of JLCA reduction in each individual case, as this will influence final correction. Ji et al [84] showed that the change in JLCA was less in smaller initial JLCA ($1.1^\circ$ change if pre-op JLCA <$2^\circ$) compared to larger initial JLCA ($2^\circ$ change if pre-op JLCA > $6^\circ$) suggesting a limited capacity for HTO to reduce the JLCA. It therefore cannot be assumed that the JLCA will be fully corrected by the osteotomy procedure. Bardot et al [13] have suggested that transitioning from double to single leg stance particularly in cases where the JLCA is high may be a simple way to predict patient specific changes in the JLCA.

This literature review subsequently discusses papers where an adjustment to pre-operative planning is proposed to account for the intra-articular deformity. All of these recommended adjustments are only very recently published and so an obvious limitation is that there are no subsequent papers which go on to validate or compare the accuracy of these methods. However, it may come to pass
that further studies will confirm or refute the accuracy achieved with these intra-articular adjustments. These are summarised in the table below as pre-operative equations to predict JLCA change or soft tissue correction:

- Takagawa et al [169] studied 49 knees and identified that JLCA and valgus JLCA were significantly associated with post-operative soft tissue correction. These factors were input into a multiple logistic regression to generate a prediction formula (table 9.1). The final model however only accounted for 37.1% of the variation in postoperative soft tissue correction.

- Lee et al. [39] studied 34 navigated HTO cases and identified that ΔJLCA had significant correlations with latent medial laxity and correction angle. The formula shown (table 9.1) was generated with these factors input into a multiple logistic regression. The final model accounted for 49% of the variation in JLCA.

- So et al [163] conducted a study of 114 navigated tibial osteotomies and used logistical regression models to identify that the difference between standing and supine radiographs was the most important factor in predicting coronal correction discrepancy. These authors suggested that when ΔJLCA exceeds 3º, then each degree of ΔJLCA should be subtracted from the planned correction.

- Kim et al. [92] proposed using intra-operative valgus stress applied to the knee during fluoroscopic alignment confirmation which reduced the number of outliers.

- The approach by Akasaki is a novel pre-operative intervention using a temporary lateral 20º wedge insole to simulate a medial opening HTO. The resultant JLCA should match the post osteotomy JLCA as a patient specific prediction of the intra-articular changes to consider when planning.

- Kristian Kley takes a pragmatic approach to the problem in his formula written up by Micicoi et al. [117] He suggests ignoring this correction when JLCA <2º but consider this solution for values greater than 2º. So, if we ignore values less than 2º this can be subtracted from the pre-operative measurement for JLCA. It is recognised that not all of the joint line convergence angle will correct. Pragmatically the suggestion is to halve the remainder because this adjustment will centre the normal distribution of this unpredictability, which should minimise this error.
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Section 3 : SURGICAL STRATEGY

1) Is there an ideal position of the hinge for varus knee MOWHTO and LCWDFO?

2) Should the hinge be protected when doing an osteotomy?

3) Is there an advantage of biplanar cut in MOWHTO and LCWDFO?

4) Should the technique be adjusted, based on the amount of correction required and the level of the deformity?

5) How does the osteotomy technique (Opening Wedge vs Closing Wedge) influence leg length?

6) Should the tibial osteotomy technique (Opening Wedge, Closing Wedge or direction of biplane cut) be modified in cases of patello-femoral disorder including patella baja?

7) Is there an ideal fixation to be promoted for MOWHTO or LCWDFO?

8) Should the gap be filled in MOWHTO?

9) What is the place for PSI in MOWHTO and LCWDFO?

MOWHTO  Medial opening wedge high tibial osteotomy
LCWDFO  Lateral closing wedge distal femoral osteotomy
PSI  Patient specific instrumentation
1) Is there an ideal position of the Hinge for varus knee MOWHTO and LCWDO?

The final hinge position for the MOWHTO should be in the region of the proximal third of or just above the fibula head. The initial k-wire placement to determine the final hinge position should be immediately above this level for the final osteotomy cut to be at the optimal level. The hinge should be in a lateral position to avoid changes in the posterior tibial slope.

Grade C

The final hinge position for the LCWDO should be located just above the level of the medial femoral condyle, adjacent to the downslope of the flare of the distal femur.

Grade D

The ideal hinge position minimises risk of type 2 and type 3 fracture

Literature Review:

Wang and Moon et al identified in a controlled laboratory study that the position of the hinge can have multiple effects on the resultant osteotomy. The location of the hinge influences the posterior tibial slope during medial opening wedge high tibial osteotomy. The change of the slope is significantly affected if the hinge is positioned in the posterolateral aspect of the tibia [21, 23, 39]. Similar studies by Lustig and Jo et al confirmed a more laterally based hinge position resulted in a reduced effect on the tibial slope [15, 21]. Therefore, positioning the hinge in a lateral position, can help to prevent a change in the posterior tibial slope. The position of the hinge also dictates its ability to withstand a hinge fracture. A study by Nakamura et al divided the region of the lateral cortex in relation to the fibula head. The abbreviation ‘W’ represented within the tibio-fibular joint
and ‘A’ represented above the tibio-fibular joint. ‘M’ or ‘L’ represented medial or lateral to the medial margin of the proximal tibio-fibular joint. This study recommended the ‘WL’ zone to be the safest area to prevent a hinge fracture during high tibial osteotomy surgery [25].

There are currently no clinical trials defining the optimal hinge point for a distal femoral osteotomy. The ideal position has been suggested by the expert panel on the ESSKA osteotomy committee.

2) Should the hinge be protected when doing an osteotomy?

Despite some technical notes supporting the use of a temporary hinge wire or screw in providing additional protection there is no clear evidence in the literature that the use of a hinge wire or screw is mandatory during osteotomy surgery

Grade D

Literature Review:

Various techniques to protect the hinge point have been described in the literature. Jacobi et al described the use of 5 wires in defined directions to help protect the hinge point [12]. This technique also utilised an external fixator device. The use of an antero-posterior drill hole was popularised by the study from Reyle et al which demonstrated a 78% increased medial opening during high tibial osteotomy surgery before a hinge fracture occurred [33]. However, correction angles more than 5° all specimens showed a hinge fracture. Ogawa and Nakamura et al demonstrated that performing an adequate osteotomy by cutting through the anterior and posterior cortex up to the level of the fibula head, was a protective approach in preventing a hinge fracture [25, 29]. More recently, the addition of a K-wire at the level of the hinge has been shown to significantly reduce the stresses going though the hinge point and reduce the incidence of a hinge fracture [10, 13].

3) Is there an advantage of biplanar cut in MOWHTO and LCWDTO?

In general, the biplane osteotomy provides additional stability, a larger surface contact area for bony union and rotational control in the presence of a hinge fracture. Further benefit is derived from avoidance of the patella tendon insertion during HTO.

Grade C

Despite the lack of strong clinical evidence and limited biomechanical studies the recommendation is to use a biplanar cut in DFO for those learning the technique.

Grade D
Literature review:

The use of a biplane has been proven to provide increased rotational and anteroposterior stability [5]. Pape et al demonstrated the effects of the biplane osteotomy in a biomechanical cadaveric study where it was shown that the biplane cut adds to the primary stability in addition to the plate fixation [31]. The additional volume and surface area created by the biplane osteotomy results in a greater potential for bony union as demonstrated by van Heerwaarden et al [38]. The effect on the patellofemoral joint remains a debated area of research. A study by Yang et al investigated the use of proximal biplane osteotomy and its effect on patellar height, tilt and shift. They found that there was no significant change in patellar tilt however, there was an effect to lower the patella and increase the tibial slope [40]. Work by Suh et al confirmed the unintentional increase in tibial slope with a proximal biplane osteotomy [37]. Erquica et al utilised a distal biplane osteotomy and found that there was no effect on the patellofemoral joint [9]. Little has been published on the clinical outcomes of performing a proximal over distal biplane osteotomy.

4) Should the technique be adjusted, based on the amount of correction required and the level of the deformity?

The consensus group recommends the use pre-operative planning in osteotomy surgery to determine the expected bony morphology after correction of the coronal alignment to determine optimal technique and level of osteotomy for surgical correction.

Grade B

Literature review:

Early work by Babis et al in 2002 described the utilization of a double level osteotomy in order to maintain joint line obliquity [3]. This work described that in large varus corrections, performing a double level osteotomy prevented an adverse outcome with regards to the joint line obliquity that could not be achieved with a single level osteotomy [3]. Nakayama et al performed a 3D finite element analysis of performing large corrections for severe varus. This study demonstrated that if the correction was performed at a single level, this induced increased sheer stresses across the articular cartilage, however, this was not observed if the correction was performed across the femur and tibia. An increased obliquity of greater than 5 degrees may induce detrimental sheer stresses across the articular cartilage [26]. Various studies have looked at the effect of early weight bearing after osteotomy surgery and the benefits of improved early mobilization without a significant increased risk of complications has been universally advocated [18, 34].

5) How does the osteotomy technique (Opening Wedge vs Closing Wedge) influence leg length?

When performing an opening wedge osteotomy (tibial or femoral), there may be a resultant increase in the leg length. Conversely, a closing wedge osteotomy (tibial or femoral), will tend to
maintain an equal length. Although each case must be taken on its merits there is no evidence to support any adverse effect on clinical outcomes for either technique. It is therefore reasonable to consider pre-existing leg length discrepancy in surgical strategy and the appropriate selection of opening or closing wedge at the relevant level.

**Grade A**

**Literature review:**

Mathematical models looking at change in leg length following tibial osteotomy surgery demonstrate a change in length depending on whether a lateral closing wedge tibial osteotomy (LCWTO) or medial opening wedge tibial osteotomy (MOWTO) is performed. Magnussen et al performed a clinical study looking at the change in leg length following lateral closing wedge and medial opening wedge osteotomies. They found a mean significant reduction in the leg length of 2.7mm in the lateral closing wedge osteotomies and a mean significant increase of 5.5mm in medial opening wedge osteotomy surgery. It was noted that this clinical change was less than had been predicted in pre-operative mathematical models [22]. Bae et al utilised computer navigation to determine change in length comparing LCWTO and MOWTO osteotomies and found minimal change in limb length following LCWTO osteotomies and an increase in limb length following MOWTO osteotomy [4]. Randomised controlled studies by Nerhus et al and Kim et al also concluded a significant increase in leg length following MOWTO and a significant decrease following LCWHTO [17, 28].

**6) Should the tibial osteotomy technique (Opening Wedge, Closing Wedge or direction of biplane cut) be modified in cases of patello-femoral disorder including patella baja?**

The effects of various osteotomy techniques upon patello-femoral disorders is the subject of ongoing discussion and further research is required in this area. There are no clinical studies to strongly influence surgical technique in the presence of patello-femoral disorders. The effect of reducing patella height in medial opening wedge osteotomies and increasing the patella height in lateral closing wedge osteotomies appears negligible for routine corrections and therefore should not influence surgical strategy for this indication.

**Grade B**

Pending results of further investigation and in large opening wedge corrections a distal tuberosity osteotomy may be considered to prevent adverse effects on patella height and patellofemoral cartilage forces.

**Grade D**

**Literature review:**
Various studies have looked at the effect on the patella height depending on the osteotomy technique used. Several studies suggest a reduction in the patellar height following MOWHTO and a reduction in patellar height following LCWHTO [2, 6, 40]. A randomised controlled study by Nerhus et al comparing the MOWHTO and LCWHTO found no significant radiological changes in the patellar height between the two techniques [28]. Park et al and Erquicia et al considered the effects on patellar height in performing a MOWHTO with a distal biplane osteotomy and found it had no effect on the patellar height [9, 32]. No studies to date have looked at the clinical outcomes on the patellofemoral joint following surgery to correct varus malalignment.

7) Is there an ideal fixation to be promoted for MOWHTO or LCWHTO?

The consensus group recommends angle-stable locking plate fixators because they have been demonstrated to provide better clinical outcomes and a reduced correction loss when compared to non-locking plates. Long plate fixators are recommended in preference to short spacer plates as they have superior stability.

**Grade A**

**Literature review:**

Angle stabled devices allow for early mobilization without the need for application of immobilization such as plaster of Paris [1]. Luites et al concluded in their radio-isometric study that the TomoFix plate fixator offered equalled levels of stability compared to a lateral closing wedge construct, which has traditionally been thought to have greater stability [20]. Many studies have evaluated the use of short spacer plates versus long locking plate fixation [16, 27, 30, 35]. The consensus amongst the literature is that the long locking plate fixation devices are superior at maintaining the desired coronal correction and have lower complications rates. Agarwala et al demonstrated that staples are sufficient in holding LCWHTO, however, a locking plate construct offers greater stability [1]. Little evidence exists to compare locking, non-locking and spacer devices for distal femoral osteotomies. There is evidence to support the use of locking plate devices for distal femoral osteotomies whether they are opening or closing wedges.

8) Should the gap be filled in MOWHTO?

The use of graft to fill the osteotomy gap is not required for routine use in MOWHTO surgery. Where required additional stability may be achieved with the use of structural void fillers. Ideally a choice of void filler where required should be available to the surgeon. Autograft bone void fillers can increase the rate of bony union but may be associated with donor site morbidity. Allograft options provide a potential solution especially in larger opening gaps but availability is not universal due to regulatory restrictions in some countries. Synthetic void fillers may have an increased risk of non-union and infection.

**Grade B**
Literature review:

Lash et al. [19] performed a systematic review to research this question. Their initial review included 56 peer reviewed articles and 3,033 cases of MOWHTO with a mean patient age of 50 and mean follow up period of 42 months. Of the 56 studies included, only 17 reported on time to union of the osteotomy site. The types of fillers used were autograft bone (29.5%), allograft bone (25.9%), tricalcium Phosphate (12.6%), calcium phosphate (7.2%), HA/tricalcium phosphate (3.4%), bioglass (1.7%), combined fillers (0.9%), coralline wedge (0.9%) and no filler (17.3%).

Autograft was associated with the shortest mean time to union (3.1 months), followed by allograft bone (3.8 months). Calcium phosphate, tricalcium phosphate and no filler had mean union times of 25 months, 10.6 months and 9 months respectively. Bioglass was only used in 2 cases with a mean union time of 4 months.

There was a combined delayed union rate of 2% (60 cases) and 1.4% non-union (43 cases). Delayed/non-union rates were 1.4%, 2.6%, 4.6% and 4.5% for the no filler group, autologous bone graft, allograft bone graft and synthetic bone substitutes respectively. They concluded that in terms of union timing and overall healing rates, the use of autograft shown statistically significant superiority compared to allograft use. Similarly, the use of allograft showed a statistically significant benefit compared to not using a void filler at all. Comparative rates using autograft or no filler showed no statistically significant benefit.

In terms of loss of correction, interestingly the cases that reported this outcome all used HA/tricalcium phosphate filler and were associated with a mean loss of 4 degrees of correction. This review also noted that the use of locking plates had a mean loss of correction of 2.3 degrees compared to non-locking plates that had a mean loss of 0.5 degrees. However, all cases that used HA/tricalcium phosphate filler were included in the locking plate analysis and thus might be a confounding factor.

Finally, HA/tricalcium phosphate use appeared to be associated with a superficial wound infection rate of 6.2% compared to 0.6% with other fillers. However, caution should be noted in analyzing this finding as all cases came from a single study.

Han et al. [11] performed a metanalysis to compare the radiological outcomes of MOWHTO with bone graft (autograft, allograft and synthetic bone) and those without bone graft. The hypotheses were that the use of bone graft would produce superior radiological outcomes. This included 25 studies and 1841 patients who underwent MOWHTO using four different void fillers. Out of 1841 patients 352 had autograft, 547 had allograft, 541 had synthetic graft and 401 had no void filler. Overall, they reported comparable results in all four void filler options with regards to delayed union, non union and loss of correction. However, based on their observation they reported union time of about three months for autograft, synthetic graft and no void filler group whereas longer union time over five months with allografts. A hinge fracture was found to be a significantly negative
prognostic factor to failure of the procedure. With this in mind, one may consider whether a procedure that undergoes a larger correction should be supplemented with a void filler. The authors attempted to extrapolate the data based on osteotomy gap size. They concluded that a void filler of any type is not recommended if the osteotomy is smaller than 14 mm as long as it has been stabilised with a rigid fixation using a locking system.

Another systematic review was performed by Slevin et al [36]. Of the 1421 MOWHTO included from the 22 studies, 647 underwent MOWHTO using allografts, 367 using synthetic material (β-TCP, hydroxyapatite or combination of both), in 208 no bone void filler and in 199 iliac crest autograft was used. With a mean follow up of 41 months (range 6 months-9 years) and mean gap of 9.9 mm, they demonstrated similar results in terms of union rates and loss of correction with or without the use of gap filler. This was irrespective of the type of filler used. They made an important observation that the gap size had direct correlation with the healing time. For gaps less than 9 mm, 90% of the osteotomies had healed within 12 weeks. Based on this observation, they recommended that standard osteotomies with gap around 10 mm can be safely performed without the use of any void filler. They also recommended the use of autograft for osteotomy gaps larger than 10 mm. They observed that when bone grafting was needed, autograft bone provides higher rates of clinical and radiographic union. They also analyzed the deep infection and non-union rates. The infection rate was lowest 0.3% in the allograft group, 0.4% in the no filler group followed by 1.1% in both autograft and synthetic group. Non-union rate was lowest 0.4% in the no filler group followed by 0.5% in both autograft and allograft. It was highest 1.1% in the synthetic group. Based on these observations, the authors recommended that the standard MOWTHO procedure, with gaps smaller than 10 mm and a locking plate fixation, should be performed without bone grafting. Furthermore, they concluded that the use of synthetic void filler cannot be recommended in opening wedge high tibial osteotomy.

9) What is the place for PSI in MOWHTO and LCWDFO?

The consensus group recommends gaining experience with conventional techniques prior to adopting the use of PSI which may be a demanding technique.

The adoption of PSI for basic MOWHTO or LCWDFO is recommended for experienced surgeons who require familiarisation prior to using the technique for more demanding cases. Nuanced presentations with the existence of multiplanar deformity (especially including elements such as torsion and intra-articular malunion) are ideal situations for the PSI in the hands of an experienced surgeon who has ascended the learning curve in this technique.
Grade D

Literature review:

Recent improvements in CT analysis of deformity and 3D printing tools have allowed for the advancement of PSI. Extensive work by the Marseille group looking at safety studies considering the use of PSI in high tibial osteotomy have advocated its use in achieving optimal correction in a safe and reliable manner [24]. Further accuracy studies looking at multiplanar deformities confirm its use as a reliable and reproducible technique in achieving the desired correction [8, 24]. A clinical study by Chaoche et al demonstrated accurate coronal correction for varus malalignment with good functional outcomes at 2 years with no increase in complications [7]. Jacquet et al found a short learning curve in the use of PSI, with reduced use of fluoroscopy, operative time and surgeon anxiety levels [14].
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Section 4: REHABILITATION

1) How soon can full weight-bearing commence in MOWHTO / LCWHTO surgery?

2) When may patients return to work after osteotomy for the painful varus degenerative knee?

3) When may patients return to sports (RTS) after osteotomy for the painful varus degenerative knee?

MOWHTO  Medial opening wedge high tibial osteotomy
LCWHTO  Lateral closing wedge distal femoral osteotomy

1) How soon can full weight-bearing commence in MOWHTO, LCWHTO / LCWHTO surgery?

Rehabilitation is the same after surgery in both MOWHTO and LCWHTO managed with plate fixators and is aimed at functional mobilisation and early full weightbearing, provided that soft tissue healing is not compromised.

Grade B

The biomechanical situation is less stable in distal femoral osteotomy compared to the high tibial osteotomy and therefore requires greater discretion with regards to weightbearing. A LCWHTO therefore requires a more cautious approach to weight-bearing than HTO. The consensus group agrees to a period of restricted weight-bearing followed by carefully monitored FWB at 6/52.

Grade C

An unstable configuration diagnosed either intra-operatively or post-operatively mandates a restriction of full weight-bearing and possible surgical augmentation of the fixation or both. This is further discussed in detail in the Complications section.

Grade C

Literature review:

In the Modern Early Years of osteotomy (1940-2000) it was conventional for high tibial osteotomy to be performed with little or no internal fixation and to be immobilized in plaster of Paris with very limited opportunity for a speedy recovery [24]. The advent of angle stable plates revolutionised routine rehabilitation for high tibial osteotomy and spawned several case-control studies [3][25] [5] regarding early full weight-bearing with long fixator plates.

2 randomized studies compared early full weight-bearing with a period of reduced or non-weight bearing [15][21] again using the same long fixator plate. The larger of these studies, a randomized prospective trial involved 120 patients assigned to 2 groups. Patients under the age of 18, showing
signs of previous or current infection and those with osteoporosis were excluded. The group performing early weight-bearing reached rehabilitation goals earlier than the reduced weight-bearing group although all participants achieved equally good results by 18 months. There were no recorded complications attributable to early weight-bearing in comparison with the reduced weight-bearing group.

There are several studies in the literature reporting satisfactory outcome following an early weight-bearing regime which utilizes a long fixator plate [4][16][6]

The importance of the chosen implant to early weight-bearing has been investigated in the materials testing laboratory [1] and in a prospective non-randomised clinical study[19] which compared short spacer plates with long fixator plates. The short spacer plate, even if equipped with locking screws does not provide the same level of stability as the long fixator plate and requires a longer period of protected weight-bearing to achieve similar outcomes.

Further studies reflect other factors such as gap size, hinge fracture and smoking regarding a delay in introduction of full weight-bearing [22]. Furthermore, a rehabilitation regime is proposed in one series for eventuality of hinge fracture during or after the procedure [9] whereby toe-touch weight bearing is extended to 6 weeks when appropriate after hinge fracture.

Lateral closing wedge and indeed double level osteotomy which includes LCW-DFO have generally been treated with a more cautious post-operative weight-bearing regime and this is largely predicated by the high incidence of medial hinge fractures [20]. In this retrospective series of 79 cases there was a 48% incidence of medial cortical hinge fracture classified into one of three types(below). There was a 14% incidence of malunion associated with these hinge fractures. The standard regime for all these patients had been 20kg weight-bearing for 6 weeks. The authors suggest the use of a medial plate where diagnosis of hinge fracture is made intraoperatively or prolonged restriction of weight-bearing beyond 6 weeks if diagnosed post-operatively.

In a smaller study of 36 knees undergoing LCW-DFO there was an incidence of 30.6% medial hinge fracture [18][16]. All patients underwent Xray and CT scan at 1 week post operatively. In the absence of hinge fracture the standard rehabilitation regime was 1/3 body weight at 3 weeks and full weight-bearing at 4 weeks. Those with hinge fractures were protected from weight bearing until callus formation was seen at the hinge fracture site.
2) When may patients return to work after osteotomy for the painful varus degenerative knee?

The steering committee recommends a discussion around intensity of the patient’s employment with attention to the specific physical demands of a job. Each case will have its individual characteristics. Employment with low levels of physical stress may be compatible with return in under three months but higher levels of physical burden are likely to exceed 3 months). Mental health must be factored in, but patients can generally be reassured that they are likely to return to the same or higher level of work after surgery.

Grade C
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Patients have high expectations of their osteotomy surgery and rate the return to work as the function of highest importance [8]. Furthermore 67% of patients expected to return to work without any limitations and 19% with only minor adaptations. This makes an informed discussion between surgeon and patient very important in the interest of proper informed consent. A study from 2005 [23] put fitness for return to work at 13.9 weeks following MOW-HTO. There was, however, no specification of the type of work involved and whether this factor would influence the time at which return to work was possible. The nature of work concerned was considered in a study where employment type was classified by a national association for work design, ‘REHA’, in Germany which graded work from 0 (work without special physical strain – eg desk work) up to 4 (physical jobs involving the carrying of over 50Kgs / climbing or working in stressed postures). The median duration of incapacity was 87 days (range 14 – 450) and 9.4% of patients were unable to return to work at the same level. Although the numbers were small a relationship was established with longer durations of incapacitation as the grade of work increased [23]

A group of 51 patients were studied and divided into three groups according to work intensity. Patients returned to work at a mean of 16.7 +/- 15.6 weeks and 93.8% of the patients returned at the pre-operative workload [11].

A systematic review from 2016 (19 studies, 1,189 patients) recorded 84.5% of patients overall returned to work within one year of high tibial osteotomy with 65.5% at equal or greater level than pre-operatively (4).

A smaller study of 38 patients yielded a return to work of 2.9+/-2.0 months in 35 patients (94.5%). The rate of RTW for sedentary, light, moderate and heavy duties were 87.5%, 100%, 100% and 93% respectively and the associated duration until RTW was 1.0 months, 1.1 months, 2.4 months and 3.3 months respectively (5) .

In the systematic review and meta-analysis of 2017 Hoortjte et al (6) demonstrated that in 7 studies 364 patients (85%) from 429 were able to return to work. In 6 studies a total of 276 patients were unable to work for 16.3 weeks. The study generally demonstrated the ability to return to work at the same or higher level than prior to surgery. Factors which delayed return to work were the greater intensity types of work and poor mental health. They did not demonstrate that specific device implants has any effect on return to work.
Being the main provider for the family income appears to be a good motivation for early return to work. [11]

3) When may patients return to sports (RTS) after osteotomy for the painful varus degenerative knee?

Patients may be counselled that RTS is highly likely after osteotomy provided that rehabilitation is completed. The majority can expect RTS within 6 months especially those practicing low impact activities. Most of the Patients will return to an higher level as compared to their preoperative period, however, patients are less likely to achieve return to sport at the level they enjoyed prior to the onset of symptoms.

Grade C
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Return to sport, in all studies, was deemed safe when the osteotomy had radiographically healed [13].

Patients return to sports after HTO at the same or a higher level within 1 year of surgery [2]. On the other hand, the weekly frequency of practicing certain sports decreases postoperatively [7] [12]. Return to play averages at 4.9 - 7.5 months. [14] [17]

Compared to HTO, DFO patients show a lower participation in high-impact activities (10 vs. 6%) and higher participation in intermediate-impact activities (32 vs. 39%). Also, half of the patients returned to sports within 15 weeks of the surgery and 71% returned within 6 months. [10] [13]

From the systematic review / meta-analysis of 2017 [16] overall RTS in 463 patients (16 studies) was 94% with 85% at pre symptomatic level. Patients participated in an average of 1.9 sports postoperatively including 58% low impact, 32% intermediate impact and 10% high impact.
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Section 5: “COMPLICATIONS”

1. What is the definition of a complication in osteotomy around the knee?

2. What routine measures aid in prevention of soft tissue, nerve and vascular injury?

3. What is the definition of a hinge fracture and how should it be managed intra-operatively during MOWHTO?

4. What is the management of hinge fractures diagnosed post operatively?

5. When is early interventional surgery indicated for loss of correction?

6. What perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis is appropriate?

7. How is infection diagnosed and treated after osteotomy?

8. How is aseptic non-union diagnosed and treated after osteotomy?

9. Should metalware be removed after bone union?

1) What is the definition of a complication in osteotomy around the knee?

A complication following osteotomy surgery may be defined as a significant deviation from the normal course of events during surgery or post-operatively. Complications may be subdivided into those requiring no treatment or non-operative treatment and those requiring surgical treatment according to Martin et al [52]. Failure to cure is not in itself a complication and plate removal may be regarded as a normal consequence of surgery.

**Grade C**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delayed wound healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased tibial slope ≥ 10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undisplaced hinge fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative stiffness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited hardware failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex regional pain syndrome type 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellulitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurovascular injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compartment syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware failure with loss of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is defined as any deviation from the normal post-operative course. If the original purpose of surgery has not been achieved, this is not to be considered as a complication but rather as a “failure to cure”.[21] Current literature contains multiple studies focusing specifically on complications after osteotomy around the knee.[22, 52, 56, 96, 109] However, the precise definition of a complication is often lacking or unclear, ranging from benign findings to severe adverse events that require further medical and/or surgical interventions. Interestingly, in 2014 Martin et al.[52] classified complications and adverse events of opening wedge high tibial osteotomy (OWHTO) into different grades of severity based on the treatments required:

Class I: No additional treatment required.
Class II: Short-term non-operative treatment required.
Class III: Additional surgery or long-term non-operative treatment required.

By contrast, Woodacre et al.[106] stated in 2016 that complications of OWHTO are typically subcategorised into the following groups:
1. Persistence of medial compartment arthritic pain, or progression of lateral and retro-patella arthritis, requiring conversion to TKR.
2. Complications occurring from the resulting medial opening wedge bone defect.
3. Complications related to the implant used to stabilise the osteotomy.
4. General complications of surgery (infection, scar, deep vein thrombosis (DVT) etc.)

Furthermore, complications can also be broadly categorized as either patient-related or procedure-related, and to occur either intra-operatively or post-operatively, with the later further divided into early or late post-operative complications.[78]

Overall, the following complications of HTO can be found in literature:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-operatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinge fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope alteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in patellar height (patella baja)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerve injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular injury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Early post-operative

- Infection
- Deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolism
- Compartment syndrome
- Wound healing problems
- Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS)

Late post-operative

- Loss of Correction/hardware failure
- Delayed and non-union
- Hardware irritation

Table 1. Overview of different complications as a consequence of HTO found in literature.

More undesirable outcomes were described in the studies focusing on complications after osteotomy around the knee, besides the complications mentioned in table 1. Some studies indeed also report the number of patient with early regression of symptoms and/or early conversion to total knee arthroplasty. Following the definition of a complication, these patients should be categorized as “failure to cure” rather than as a complication per se.

It is interesting to note that in many studies hardware removal is not listed as a complication, unless screws or plate have broken[52, 86, 107]. Willey et al[101] on the other hand described hardware pain explicitly as a “minor complication”. Other studies report hardware removal rates of 100% and seem to accept hardware removal after knee osteotomy as a part of the procedure and not as a complication.

In conclusion, although a formal definition of a complication after knee osteotomy might be lacking, classifying adverse events in three grades of severity based on the treatments required, as suggested by Martin et al. [52] seems useful for patients and clinicians faced with treatment options, as well as for streamlining future research efforts.

Level of Evidence: 3

2) What routine measures aid in prevention of soft tissue, nerve and vascular injury

A meticulous surgical technique combined with the careful use of retractors is essential in preventing injury to the neurovascular structures posteriorly and the patella tendon anteriorly during all osteotomy surgery. During HTO particular attention must be paid to the direction of the saw blade which after cutting the immediately visible cortical bone should be directed so that the long axis of the saw blade is angled at a minimum of 30 degrees anteriorly to the posterior cortex in MOWHTO and 40 degrees in LCWHTO. There is no scientifically proven evidence that knee flexion or extension protects the neurovascular bundle.

Grade C
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Several neurovascular structures are at risk when performing high tibial osteotomy. The relative risk for each structure however largely depends on the osteotomy technique (opening wedge high tibial osteotomy, OWHTO or closing wedge high tibial osteotomy CWHTO) as explained below.
In general, a proper surgical technique for both procedures is desired to avoid neurovascular injuries. [50] A comprehensive review of the anatomical structures at risk during HTO surgery is provided below and measures to prevent each specific injury are discussed.

**Nerve injury**

**Tibial nerve injury**
- Injury of the tibial nerve in OWHTO is only reported in 1 case report. This injury originated from protrusion of a temporary K-wire or lag screw through the posterolateral cortex. [83]

  Although no evidence-based recommendation can be made, a proper surgical technique with avoiding excessive posterolateral protrusion of pins and screws can be a measure to avoid tibial nerve injury. Posterior plate position to avoid posterolateral direction of pins and screws also can be advised to minimize risk of tibial nerve injury.

**Peroneal nerve injury**
- Historically, peroneal injury is mainly a concern in LCWHTO, [22, 74] but more recently is also reported in MOWHTO. [43, 44] The origin of this injury is different in both techniques. In CWHTO it mostly is a result of the fibular neck osteotomy or proximal tibiofibular joint release and especially a branch to the extensor hallucis longus muscle is at risk as a result of its proximity to the bone. In MOWHTO it is considered as a result of lateral cortex perforation of pins or screws in the tibia distal to the osteotomy. [44]

  No evidence-based recommendations for measures to avoid peroneal nerve injury were found. A proper surgical technique could result in a lower risk for these injuries. In LCWHTO a safe zone for fibular neck osteotomy, 20mm below the tip of the fibular head is suggested. In MOWHTO excessive lateral protrusion of pins and screws should be avoided, a more anteromedial plate position to avoid anterolateral direction of pins and screws can be advised to minimize the risk of peroneal nerve injuries.

- Tourniquet time over 60 minutes resulted in reversible peroneal nerve excitability during HTO surgery in 10 out of 18 patients in a perioperative surface EMG study. [103] This study suggests long tourniquet time induces temporary peroneal nerve injury, even though in all cases the effect was temporary and no data about postoperative peroneal nerve palsy is provided in this study.

  No recommendations concerning the use and duration of a tourniquet can be made. The use of a tourniquet probably does not induce the risk for postoperative peroneal nerve injuries as every personal nerve palsy was reversible after deflating the tourniquet.

**Vascular injury**

Even though popliteal and anterior tibial artery injuries after HTO are rare, they have been reported by multiple case reports in both MOWHTO [4, 6, 17, 81] and LCWHTO. [31, 73, 75, 91, 94]

- Precautious placement of a retractor is advised to prevent popliteal artery injury but its efficacy has only been studied in 1 publication supporting the use of a blunt retractor. [49]

  No evidence-based recommendations can be made, but the use of a blunt retractor is intuitive and logical to protect against vascular injury during MOWHTO.

- In 6% an anatomical variance of the popliteal/anterior tibial artery has been shown. [32] In general the anterior tibial artery originates well below the level of the osteotomy and the popliteal artery runs over the popliteal muscle. In this anatomical variant the origin of the tibial
artery is more proximal, and it runs between the popliteal muscle and the periosteum of the posterior tibial cortex. This variant is more prone to vascular injury because of its intimate relation to the posterior tibial cortex and the risk of failing proper retractor placement under the artery, leaving it unprotected.

Placement of a blunt retractor under the popliteus muscle can fail to protect the popliteal/anterior tibial artery in the presence of an anatomical variant. Subperiosteal placement of the retractor most likely is safer to prevent vascular injury, although feasibility of subperiosteal retractor placement is unknown.

• Applying knee flexion during osteotomy is intuitively believed to move the popliteal artery further away from the posterior cortex of the tibia and therefore reducing the risk for popliteal artery injury. Studies report conflicting results on this topic as several studies showed an increased distance \[84, 87, 110\], while others showed a closer relation of the popliteal artery with knee flexion. \[16, 82, 87, 112\].

Applying knee flexion during osteotomy cannot be considered as a proper measure to prevent vascular injury during HTO.

• A recent study used three-dimensional knee models of 16 subjects to calculate a frontal plane safety index and maximum axial safety angle to minimize the risk for vascular injury.\[16\] When using a normal oscillating saw, a new ‘frontal plane safety index’ (an index representing the depth of the osteotomy) was developed and represented about 30% for closing wedge and 40% for opening wedge. \[16\] The maximum axial safety angle (an angle representing the direction of the sawblade in relation to the posterior cortex) was 40° for LCWHTO and 30° for MOWHTO. \[16\] A similar safety angle of 30° was found in a cadaveric study. \[49\]

A proper surgical technique with reducing posterior direction of the sawblade and reducing depth of the osteotomy is suggested to be an effective measure against vascular injury in HTO.

• Different surgical tools to complete the osteotomy exist. A standard oscillating saw, a tip-based “precision” oscillating saw, a reciprocating saw or chisels can be used. No studies comparing these surgical tools exist.

• Concerning surgical tools used to perform HTO, no recommendations to avoid neurovascular injuries can be made. Even though intuitively, a standard oscillating saw probably creates the biggest risk as a result of its wide and less manageable movements and more precise surgical tools probably are advisable.

Level of evidence: 3

3) What is the definition of a hinge fracture and how should it be managed intra-operatively during MOWHTO?

Hinge fractures are propagations of the osteotomy plane to the opposite (lateral) tibial cortex or to the tibial articular surface in the case of MOWHTO. These fractures have been classified by Takeuchi into types I, II and III (7). A type I fracture is the continuation of the osteotomy to an exit point on the lateral cortex above or at the proximal tibia-fibular joint (PTFJ). A type II fracture exits at the inferior aspect or distal to the PTFJ. A type III fracture exits into the joint producing a lateral
plateau fracture. All hinge fractures (especially type II and III) may become unstable. Any displacement discovered intraoperatively under scrutiny by image intensifier must be addressed by reduction and fixation. A type I fracture may be satisfactorily reduced, and the hinge compressed by the selected medial plate fixator, but displaced type II and III fractures will require reduction and interfragmentary screw or small additional lateral locking plate fixation in addition to the osteotomy plate. The type II fracture is fixed at the lateral side and the type III by interfragmentary screws introduced from the medial side. A pre-emptive hinge reinforcement screw may be deployed in ‘at risk’ cases but the introduction of an apical drill hole does not reliably prevent hinge fractures especially in older patients and in larger corrections.

**Grade B**

![Figure 1: Takeuchi classification of hinge fractures: A type I fracture is the continuation of the osteotomy to an exit point on the lateral cortex above or at the proximal tibia-fibula joint (PTFJ). A type II fracture exits at the inferior aspect of or distal to the PTFJ. A type III fracture exits into the joint producing a lateral plateau fracture.](image)

**Literature review:**

Hinge fractures are unwanted fracture lines which propagate from the osteotomy apex during both opening- or closing-wedge high tibial osteotomies. [69] They are considered to be most frequent intra-operative complications of MOWHTO (in 13.8% of the cases [36]), even if they are not entirely preventable while correcting large deformities. As a hinge fracture occurs as an extension of the artificial cut in any possible direction, Takeuchi et al. [93] described three different types of lateral cortical hinge fractures, with osteotomy site healing being influenced by these differences:
Type I: The fracture involves an extension of the osteotomy line laterally and is just proximal to or within the tibiofibular joint. In general, these are relatively stable because the soft tissue near the proximal tibiofibular joint (PTFJ) area is dense and solid.

Type II: The fracture reaches the distal portion of the PTFJ. This will result in external rotation of the two fragments with subsequent loss of correction and potential delayed union or non-union of the osteotomy site.

Type III: The fracture extends proximally, resulting in a lateral tibial plateau fracture. These are serious complications because the articular surface of the lateral compartment is damaged. These last two types are unstable which decreases bone healing and leads to correction loss and non-union, thus, require specific postoperative treatments. [4, 6]

Several surgical modifications have been suggested to reduce the risk of a lateral hinge fracture in MOWHTO. Nakamura et al. [58] suggested that hinge fractures are maximally avoided when the apex of the osteotomy is within the proximal tibiofibular joint zone and when 10mm lateral cortex is left intact. Hinge fractures are also more likely to occur when the wedge size is over 10mm, but no significant relation is observed between the opening distance and the direction of the fracture. [62] Recently, a finite element analysis showed that using a 4mm apical drill hole centered at a distance of 10mm from the intact lateral cortex, maintains sufficient cortical bone and reduces the force required to open the osteotomy, thus making a more controlled distraction process. [11] Kaze et al. performed mechanical testing which demonstrated that drilling a hole at the end of the osteotomy reduces the stresses in the lateral cortex and increases the critical opening angle prior to cracking of the opposite cortex in specimens with small correction angles. But the difference from having a drill hole or not is not so significant, especially for older patients. The ductility of the cortical bone is the decisive parameter for the critical opening angle.

Finally the use of a K-wire intersecting the cutting plane at the theoretical lateral hinge location in MOWHTO, has been demonstrated to help preserve the lateral hinge during the opening of the osteotomy. [20]

Level of evidence: 2

4) What is the management of hinge fractures diagnosed post-operatively?

Undisplaced type 1 hinge fractures may be managed by standard rehabilitation but undisplaced type 2 and 3 fractures should not be exposed to early post-operative full weight-bearing especially if no additional fixation or gap filling has been applied. Displacement of any hinge fracture on either of minimum two radiographic projections post operatively should be considered for operative intervention. If the displacement is considered minor an altered rehabilitation regime will be necessary until the osteotomy has united or considered stable.

Grade C
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An intact lateral hinge is crucial in providing adequate stability after opening wedge high tibial osteotomy (MOWHTO). Lateral hinge fractures (LHF) can indeed result in displacement, marked instability at the osteotomy site, and subsequent loss of correction with recurrent varus deformity [55, 78, 93], and should therefore be maximally avoided and handled correctly. [58, 63]

In order to determine the weight-bearing regimen for an OWHTO case complicated with LHFs, the Takeuchi classification can be used. [59] Dense and solid connective tissues around the proximal tibiofibular joint (PTFJ) are an anatomical advantage for fracture healing in type 1 LHF. [93] The load from the fibula to the fracture plane during weight-bearing may even improve the healing of the
fracture. Therefore, type 1 fractures have been shown to exhibit a biomechanical effect similar to non-LHF [46, 92], and thus a normal rehabilitation program can be performed. Type 2 fractures, on the contrary, are not loaded as the fracture exits below the PTFJ, which can lead to a delay in bony union. Type 3 fractures are unstable as the proximal medial fragment is only supported by the plate. This leads to instability of the knee joint and causes increased stress in the medial locking plate and screws, a decreased bone stress and thus a stress-shielding (not load sharing) effect. [46] Consequently, early full weight-bearing is not recommended for type 2 and 3 fractures if left untreated, [59] and thereby require a modified rehabilitation protocol. [60] Chen et al. [15] suggested bilateral plating to restore mechanical stability in LHF s using finite element analysis. The authors demonstrated that with double plating in type 2, and in particular type 3 fractures, a stress-shielding effect occurred, eventually leading to callus formation. Another successful add-on in the salvage of LHF is the additional screw fixation from the lateral cortex to the medial tibial plateau, used for angular correction and for improving biomechanical stability. [27, 64] Yang et al. [108] verified that the use of a supplemental screw insertion technique can also be applied as a protective strategy to LHF.

A more stable construct in case of LHF can also be achieved by using allograft augmentation, showed in biomechanical studies with artificial bone. It also helps to prevent LHF s postoperatively by reducing the valgus malrotation of the tibial head. [8, 9]

In conclusion, current literature supports the use of the Takeuchi classification in order to determine post-operative rehabilitation regimens in open wedge high tibial osteotomies complicated with a lateral hinge fracture (LHF). In order to further improve mechanical stability in type 2 and type 3 fractures during surgery, bilateral plating, additional lateral screw fixation and the use of allograft augmentation have been suggested.

Level of evidence: 3

5) In which situation is early interventional surgery indicated for loss of correction?

Loss of correction occurs in the case of MOWHTO where there is a measurable change in the MPTA, a displaced hinge fracture or broken implant prior to bony union. The use of locking plates dramatically decreases risk for post-operative loss of correction. The Interventional surgery for loss of correction should be gauged on a case-by-case basis. Determining the cause, degree and effects of failure will determine whether to treat conservatively or to revise the osteotomy.

Grade C

Literature review:

Loss of intended correction towards recurrent varus is a potential complication that needs to be considered after both open and closing wedge high tibial osteotomy (HTO)[106]. As far as it has been described in the literature, the complication entity ‘correction loss’ is not well-defined and so it can range from progressive partial loss over months to complete early collapse of the osteotomy site due to hardware failure before bone healing has occurred. A benchmark literature review which considered 15 years of complications in osteotomy surgery, showed an overall correction loss ranging from 2.2 to 22.9% after HTO[106].

The chosen fixation device seems to be a critical factor in decreasing the risk of postoperative correction loss and has evolved over years[7, 37, 89, 90, 106]. In 2012, the use of a locking plate without bone graft was directly compared with a non-locking plate with bone graft with correction loss as primary outcome [67]. The study showed a correction loss of 0.3 ± 3.3° in the first group compared to a 2.0±2.7° loss in the second group over a 2-year follow-up period. Correction loss was
mainly observed during the first year after surgery and reoperation was not performed for partial progressive correction loss[67]. Moreover, it was recommended to overcorrect the osteotomy with 2° of valgisation in order to counter the expected correction loss over time when using a non-locking plate[67]. On the other hand, locking plate devices have shown to give a consistent 1% early failure risk without the need for anticipating progressive correction loss[37, 90]. However, the timing of intervention after acute failure seems rather a case-specific matter. Nakamura et al. described a correction failure (closing-wedge, non-union) at 6 months after surgery which was immediately revised by an opening-wedge HTO[61]. Another case report by Brandao et al. showed successful revision osteotomy 3 months after initial surgery[25]. Reoperation was organized as soon as the failed osteotomy was diagnosed[25].

To summarize, early loss of correction after HTO has sporadically been published as a minor percentage in large case series or in the form of a single case report[25, 37, 57, 61, 89, 90, 106]. If correction loss is already described in clinical studies, the timing of revision is largely underreported. Although nowadays infrequently observed when using locking plates, evidence-based guidelines are lacking regarding the timing and choice of surgical intervention if early correction failure after osteotomy would occur. It is hypothesized that arthroplasty can be considered when union has occurred while revision osteotomy is prioritized in non-union cases[61]. Overall, the underlying cause of correction loss should be well determined (hardware failure, non-union, smoking, obesity, intra-articular degeneration, infection) and guide further therapeutic options (revision osteotomy, external fixation, UKA, TKA) to optimize outcomes.

Level of Evidence: 3

6) What peri-operative antibiotic prophylaxis is appropriate?

Peri-operative antibiotics are strongly recommended for routine use in osteotomy surgery. No standard regimen has been proved to be superior to any other. Osteotomy surgery should be accompanied by a standard antibiotic prophylaxis regime as would be used for knee arthroplasty in the hospital involved.

Grade D

Literature review:

With regard to periprosthetic joint infection, it has been postulated that “administration of prophylactic antibiotics is probably one of the most important steps in the prevention of infection”[39]. By extension, it is widely agreed that the same is valid for high tibial osteotomy, although the extra-articular nature of this procedure might affect post-operative infection risk.

In general, most clinical series indeed report on the use of some sort of antibiotic prophylaxis when performing high tibial osteotomy (HTO), however further details on specific antibiotic drug, timing and/or dosing are most often lacking. [70][26][22][30][59][86] In a Swedish registry report from 2015, Cloxacillin was reported for 90 % of the surgeries, most commonly dosed using 2 grams in a single -shot before surgery, with a timing of 45-15 minutes before the start of the surgery being considered the most optimal timing. [97] Specific reports exist on the use of antibiotic prophylaxis with pin-using osteotomies using the so-called hemicallotasis technique.[98] In a comparative study, there were no differences between 3 days of administration of prophylactic antibiotics and one single dose. Due to the lack of standardisation of antibiotic prophylaxis in current practice, this variable could also explicitly not be included in a large national cohort analysis for risk factor identification with regard to surgical site infection after HTO.[48]
In conclusion, the administration of prophylactic antibiotics before HTO procedures can be considered the gold standard, although consensus is lacking on precise treatment regimens.

**Level of Evidence: 3**

7) **How is infection diagnosed and treated in MOWHTO?**

No diagnostic criteria exist to distinguish between superficial and deep infection which is specific to osteotomy. Because MOWHTO does not involve muscular or fascial coverage of the implant any suspected osteotomy infection must be regarded as potentially requiring surgical intervention because of the proximity of the implant to the skin surface. The consensus group recommends that antibiotics are not commenced prior to review by the surgical team. It is suggested the following algorithm is used for diagnosis and treatment of infection:

**Grade C**
Literature review – diagnosis:

Clinical studies mentioning infection as a complication after knee osteotomy rarely mention the modalities/criteria for the diagnosis of infection. [70] [77] Even more, a systematic review on infections after high tibial osteotomy from 2012 does not report the diagnostic criteria of any of the 26 included studies.[1]

According to Martin et al., “deep infection” after HTO is defined by the association of local signs (skin redness, warmth, swelling, with or without sinus and purulent drainage) with elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein (≥20 mm/h and 10 mg/L, respectively).[52] In contrast, a combination of extensive wound secretion and a non-specified elevation of C-reactive
protein was rated as “deep infection” only when clinical conditions necessitated surgical revision surgery by Ferner et al.[26]

In conclusion, whereas diagnostic criteria for periprosthetic knee infection are clearly validated[66], current literature does not provide a consensus on the definition and diagnosis of infection after HTO.

**Level of evidence: 3**

**Literature review - treatment**

Several management options for treatment of infection after knee osteotomy have been reported in the literature.[1] Most studies distinguish “superficial” from “deep” infections, and treat both pathologies differently, although often no specification of the clinical difference between the two conditions is provided.[88]

In general “superficial” or “wound” infections are successfully treated by systemic antibiotics alone [3, 10, 23, 24], whereas “deep” infections involve surgical re-intervention. In 3 cases with a “late” manifestation of a “deep” infection, Reischl et al. suggest surgical debridement with concomitant hardware removal, while in 1 case with an early infection, hardware could be successfully retained after debridement.[70] For recurring early infection cases, Martin et al. proposed repeated irrigation and debridement procedures until hardware could be safely removed. [52] Staubli et al. report on a case where early plate removal for recurring infection led to a loss of correction of 3 degrees.[90]

The management of an infected non-union indeed has been reported to be particularly challenging. Karatosun et al. suggest a two-stage procedure consisting of a first stage involving extensive debridement with removal of the hardware, followed by a total knee replacement with a long-stemmed tibial component, the latter being performed a month after normalization of inflammatory blood parameters. [47] Some of these cases have been successfully treated with the use of either calcium phosphate- or PMMA cement combined with external fixation.[42, 53, 80]

In conclusion, “superficial” infections can successfully be treated by antibiotics alone, while deep infections require surgical re-intervention with repeated irrigation/debridement procedures as long as bony union is obtained. Only then, plate removal can be safely performed in order to definitively cure the infection without the risk of loss of correction. The management of infected persistent non-unions remains cumbersome.

**Level of Evidence: 3**

**8) How is aseptic non-union diagnosed and treated after osteotomy?**

Aseptic non-union is a rare complication of MOWHTO even when performed without void filler. It is essential to combine clinical assessment with the radiological findings on a case-by-case basis. Obvious mechanical factors including loss of correction, hardware failure or lateral hinge fracture may confirm the diagnosis and should direct surgical management. Close clinical follow up is essential and CT scan may be helpful.

Rosteius et al. [72] described a spectrum of 4 operative treatment strategies in their series. The consensus group suggests the following algorithm for the diagnosis and treatment of aseptic non-union in MOWHTO

**Grade C**
Literature review – diagnosis:

Only a few studies describe non-union following high tibial osteotomy, and generally a low incidence is reported, ranging between 0 and 12.2%. [42, 56, 85, 96, 99, 106] However, in most of these clinical series, a clear definition of delayed or non-union is not provided. Rosteius et al. [72] used a
combination of clinical characteristics (load-dependent pain at osteotomy site and pain on examination) together with radiological criteria. Non-union was radiologically diagnosed as absence of progressive bony healing 6 months after surgery, or earlier when in combination with loss of correction or hardware failure.

With cortical continuity being shown as the best single predictor of bone healing on an radiograph[65], Whelan et al.[100] developed the Radiographic Union Score for Tibial fractures (RUST) score in order to assess radiographic fracture healing. Van Houten et al. [42] than further expanded the use of this RUST score to high tibial osteotomy. Originally, the RUST assigns a score to each tibial cortex on plain radiographs: 1 point if a fracture line and no callus is visible; 2 points if a fracture line is visible and callus is visible; and 3 points if bridging callus and no evidence of a fracture line is visible. Because the authors considered scoring the anterior cortex on the lateral radiograph difficult for open wedge HTOs as a result of the fixation device’s location, they altered the RUST by scoring the lateral and medial cortex on an AP radiograph and the posterior cortex on a lateral radiograph. Thus, the minimum score became 3 and the maximum 9. The modified RUST score at 6 weeks and 3 months was found a strong predictor for delayed or nonunion, although the authors “did not validate the modified RUST score for open wedge HTO”.

Brosset et al.[12] used a different approach to evaluate bone healing after opening wedge HTO. They developed a radiological index to measure filling of the osteotomy gap, while dividing the triangular osteotomy gap in 5 zones each corresponding to 20% of the surface area. The osteotomy was considered stable if the site was 40% to 60% filled, in combination with the absence of pain during weight bearing. However, no measurement reliability tests were reported.

Van Hemert et al.[40] proposed another rating system to monitor bone healing after HTO, modified from an existing fracture healing system described by McKibbin[54]. They delineate five stages of bone remodeling while using a tricalcium phosphate bone filler based on standard AP and lateral radiographs.

In conclusion, different radiographic scoring systems have been described in literature in order to evaluate bone healing after HTO, but no gold standard exists. It seems appropriate to combine clinical characteristics together with radiological features of the absence of progressive bony healing when diagnosing non-union in knee osteotomy.

**Literature review – treatment:**

As non-union is a rare complication after HTO,[99] only rare reports exist on its preferred treatment. In general, the current literature reports on high healing rates for osteotomy non-union treatments, while applying a variety of different therapeutic strategies, both conservative and surgical.

In a study by Martin et al. looking at the adverse events following high tibial osteotomy, non-operative treatment with continued protected weight bearing regimen was able to achieve union in 7 out of 10 patients demonstrating absence of bony union at 6 months post-op.[52] On the other hand, Takeuchi et al. [93] report good results using an extra-corporal low-intensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPUS) device on cases with delayed bone union 3 months after knee osteotomy. It has indeed been theorized that the micromechanical strains produced by its pressure waves in biological tissues may result in biochemical events that regulate fracture healing.[18] Therefore, LIPUS has been shown to appear as an effective and safe treatment of delayed and non-unions in various fracture cases, with a healing rate ranging from 70% to 93% in different, nonrandomized, studies.[71] However, although promising given its non-invasive nature, extremely limited data exists on the use of LIPUS in knee osteotomy non-unions.

Most literature on the treatment HTO non-union reports on various surgical treatment modalities. Historically, before the advent of internal plate fixators, good results have been reported using
external fixation as a treatment for osteotomy non-union.[76, 95] However, the metaphyseal location of the non-union after high tibial osteotomy can make stable fixation problematic because the proximal fragment is small and difficult to control with most conventional methods of internal fixation. In order to overcome the problematic situation where the non-union was not amenable to traditional external or internal fixation due to the size of the proximal fragment and magnitude of deformity, Gillooly et al. more recently proposed a successful technique using an Ilizarov external fixator in five non-unions, although all patients had complications related to the external fixator (three superficial pin site infections, one broken wire, one sinus that required debridement).[33] Recent history has witnessed the use of internal fixation as the treatment of choice for aseptic non-union. Most of the older studies beyond the scope of this review however described treatment with lateral closing-wedge osteotomies (CWHTO).[104] The healing rates and therapeutic strategies in these cases are less comparable to those of contemporary medial opening wedge HTO due to the difference in osteotomy type (no bony contact, osteotomy gap). Additionally, the use of cancellous bone grafting is handled differently. With the recent advent of locking plates, opening wedge HTO (OWHTO) has become more popular than CWHTO over the past two decades [41], and therefore various recent reports describe revision procedures utilizing internal fixation as the treatment of choice for non-union cases after OWHTO. [72, 85, 106] Because of the presence of a bony gap in OWHTO non-unions, these small series uniformly advise autologous bone grafting from the iliac crest with or without revision osteosynthesis. Rosteius et al. [72] provide a particular helpful treatment algorithm for dealing with aseptic non-unions after OWHTO, four different treatment strategies are proposed. All cases underwent local debridement with autologous bone grafting, augmented with revision (medial) osteosynthesis in case of loss of correction/hardware failure and lateral augmentation plating in case of the presence of a lateral hinge fracture. Orthobiologic agents have been demonstrated to be helpful in optimizing the biologic environment of a delayed union or non-union in various fracture treatments.[19, 28, 51] With regard to knee osteotomy, only one report augmented their revision procedures, which consisted of locking plate fixation and bone grafting, with either BMP-2, BMP-7, or PRP.[52] Finally, if revision surgery of osteotomy non-union fails or is considered inappropriate, conversion to total knee arthroplasty (TKA) might be considered, as is more frequently proposed in acute or non-union settings of traumatic fractures around the knee in elderly patients with arthritic knees.[2, 105] However, with regard to knee osteotomy non-union, only a handful of cases have been described to date. [29, 111] Therefore, TKA should not be considered as a primary treatment for aseptic non-unions after HTO. Overall, apart from early non-operative management, the recent literature suggests autologous bone grafting with or without revision osteosynthesis as the treatment of choice in treatment of aseptic non-unions after knee osteotomy. In specific indications, (multiplanar) external fixation or TKA can be considered.

9) Should metalware be removed after bone union?

Removal of hardware after bone union is reasonable if it is deemed to be symptomatic to a significant degree or if arthroplasty is considered likely to become necessary. Consideration must, however, be made of cost and risk of complications from a further surgical procedure. As such, hardware removal should not be considered as a routine procedure.

Grade C

Literature review:
In general, current literature is clearly lacking exact data on the incidence of hardware-related pain and discomfort after knee osteotomy. Nevertheless, hardware removal is very often performed after bony union, with prevalence up to 97% and 100% in some series.[35, 38, 107] In view of these high numbers, it’s interesting to note that in most papers removal of hardware is not listed as a complication, unless screws or plate have broken[52, 86, 107]. Willey et al.[101] described hardware pain explicitly as a minor complication (in 9/78 patients). Most authors seem to accept hardware removal after knee osteotomy as “part of the game”.

Optimal timing for plate removal in symptomatic patients can be questioned. Goshima et al.[34] suggest that plates in OWHTO can be safely removed without loss of correction when the posterior cortex bone union reaches the osteotomy gap center even if the total gap is incompletely filled.

No specific data on clinical results after hardware removal in osteotomy patients could be found, but in contrast, the literature is far more comprehensive regarding post-traumatic cases. For instance, Williams et al. [102] reported in a prospective study implant removal in trauma cases presents significant improvement in dysfunction in both the upper and lower extremity with rare complications. Symptomatic hardware complaints are well described in ankle and distal tibia fractures[13, 45] with some authors even suggesting systematic removal of the hardware in asymptomatic patients[45]. A recent review[68] on elective removal vs. retainment of hardware after osteosynthesis in asymptomatic trauma and osteotomy patients concluded that insufficient data was found to allow a meaningful assessment of the effectiveness of elective hardware removal. Importantly, it should be kept in mind that high rates of complications have been reported with hardware removal below the knee, especially with regard to postoperative wound infections (12.2%).[5] Technical difficulties during the removal of locking screws from compression plates have been estimated as high as 20.1%.[79] Finally, the decision to remove hardware has significant economic implications, including the costs of the procedure as well as possible work time lost for post-operative recovery.[14]

In conclusion, once bony union is achieved, removal of the hardware is often performed after knee osteotomy, especially if significant hardware related complaints are present. Complications as infection and technical issues are not uncommon, and there is a lack of data on clinical results with regard to hardware removal after knee osteotomy.

Level of Evidence: 3
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